
Anthony Buzzard

February 4, 2010
Thanks and yes that is our objective too: Keil and Delitzch do good analytical work on the
Hebrew as you know.
I am sure that kitzo  (9:26b) means "his end" and this excludes AD 70 and Titus!
The prophecy is about the wicked prince who comes to his end when Jesus comes back.
Dan 12:11 tells us exactly that there will be from the Abominiation to the end (resurrection)
1290 days.
Thanks,
Anthony.

Ronald, thanks so much. I am not a dispensationalist at all, if by that you mean belief in a
pre-trib rapture etc.
I said nothing about the earlier part of the prophecy or the chronology of the beginning of
Jesus ministry. I simply asked you about Dan 9:26b and how you deal with KITZO, his
end.
This cannot fit AD 70 since Titus lived on for some years.
The ref is to antichrist, in the future Thus Dan 12:11 is all important.
One other point: there is no day-year theory in Dan. 9. Shavooa is "heptad" not week.
NIV is right to say "sevens"
Interesting,
Anthony.

Hello Anthony,

Sorry. I did not realize that you were not a futurist dispensationalist, however your attribution of
Dan 9:26b to a future antichrist is exclusively inline with such prophetical interpretations.

Also, as with most dated studies, in the light of recent studies, newly available research
resources, and more thorough, modern Bible study tools, I do not readily subscribe to the 140+
year studies of the Keil & Delitzch commentary without doing a thorough study of its
conclusions myself.

From my studies, I have seen in the Hebrew, the 3rd person masculine suffix does not just have to
refer to a masculine person. (i.e., “his”) It can also refer to abstract things, and non-living objects.
(i.e, “its”). It therefore does not have to refer to the “end” (i.e., death) of an individual. My
studies have therefore shown that it is the end of the previously mentioned “city and sanctuary”
in that verse that are being referred to. Based on a detailed and fully documented comprehensive
study of the Hebrew here, I have translated this portion of Dan 9:26 as:

And the people of the coming ruler (i.e., the unbelieving Jews) 
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will cause the city and the sanctuary to be destroyed. 
This end will be with a flood (of war). 
And until this end of war, desolations will have been determined.

As demonstrated in my book, from my exegetical studies, I have seen that the “prince/ruler”
mentioned in Dan 9:26 is the same one that was mentioned in the absolute title of verse 25. For
the text to suddenly speak of someone else entirely would require a prior antecedent reference for
such, but this is not done here. So any sudden attribution of this “prince” to someone other than
the aforementioned Messiah (i.e, Jesus Christ) is speculative and eisegesis, and not actual
Biblical exegesis, especially when done in a still future context.

Of course if you have assumed that parts of Dan 9:26 & 27 are still futuristic, then it can be seen
how you would also link the statement in Dan 9:26 to Dan 12:11 and the 1290 days, however, as
my studies have confirmed for me, all of the statements in the 70 Weeks were fulfilled and/or
determined, as applicable, within the contiguous time of 457 B.C. to 34 A.D. The war and
destruction of Jerusalem of 66-70 A.D. was allusively prophesied by Jesus Christ in the context
of the statements made in the 70 Week prophecy. (E.g, Matt 23:38; 24:15, 34). Therefore I do not
see a validity in an eschatological conclusion here for Dan 9:26b.

In order to have a congruous interpretation of a passage/prophecy, you should deal with the
prophecy as a whole, and not in such a piecemeal fashion, for in this way statements are literally
being taken out of their intended context.

From my studies I have seen that a day-year principle applies to the time of this prophecy or else
the prophecy is suppose to only cover some 16 months of time. This definitely cannot fit the
predictions of restoration, building, Messiah, and future, utter destruction that it speaks of. If you
do not subscribe to this then (a) when do you start the prophecy and (b) (assuming that your
starting point is not still in the future) how does this extend to your still future antichrist
fulfillment? Jesus also apparently made knowing allusion to the specified ministry time of Daniel
9:27 when He made a cryptic/veiled statement to Herod using a day year principle (see Luke
13:32, 33).

Also “heptad” is the LXX understanding/rendering of this Hebrew term. While the Greek LXX
translation of the OT is helpful in many ways, in theologically/prophetically based passages, as
this one is, it can be quite deficient. In the Biblical Hebrew, the masculine plural sabuim, as
found in Dan 9:24-26, is used to refer to a literal week (See Dan 10:2, 3). There it is further
qualified by the addition of: “of days” apparently so as not to be confused with the use of this
term for “prophetic weeks” as done in Dan 9:24-26 (i.e., 7 days = 7 literal years). This therefore
strongly suggest the reading and understanding of ‘a week of 7 days.’ in Dan 9.

I hope this clarified the basis for my position.

God Bless,
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Ronald Monestime

At 01:49 PM 2/4/2010, you wrote:

Hello Anthony,
 
Sorry. I did not realize that you were not a futurist dispensationalist, however your attribution of
Dan 9:26b to a future antichrist is exclusively inline with such prophetical interpretations.

Thanks, I am not a dispensationalist if by that one means that the teaching of Jesus was for
Jews and the Gospel sort of began with Paul!!    We are classical futurists, but no
dispensationalists, in the normal sense of that word as used today in USA.
 
Also, as with most dated studies, in the light of recent studies, newly available research
resources, and more thorough, modern Bible study tools, I do not readily subscribe to the 140+
year studies of the Keil & Delitzch commentary without doing a thorough study of its
conclusions myself.

Have you examined the Hebrew of this passage? Have you dealt with all his points?
What are you referring to? Have you consulted the Hebraists of today on the detail of the
text, etc?

Hebrew grammar has not changed that much! The text is still there.
If you have answered K and D I would like to see it, please.
As a teacher of Hebrew I am not unaware of these issues.
The sense of KITZO was hidden by some translations (some that is) because fashion was to
apply it to Titus which will not work.
The antichrist is the abomination standing where HE ought not to as Mark says.
Very important text.
Anthony.
 (more below)
 
From my studies, I have seen in the Hebrew, the 3rd person masculine suffix does not just have
to refer to a masculine person. (i.e., "his") It can also refer to abstract things, and non-living
objects.

Do you read Hebrew and Greek and do you know the difference between sexual and
grammatical gender. The point here is what is the antecedent of the pronoun on KETZ?
Thanks.

What is the antecedent of "END": that is the issue.
Below: on what basis do you say that a plural phrase (city and sanctuary) is explained by a
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masculine singular antecedent? Can you cite examples? But more difficult than that who is
the natural singular masculine antecedent of prince who comes?  It is clearly the people
(sing) or the prince (masc sing).
Have you dealt with this crucial point.

 (i.e, "its"). It therefore does not have to refer to the "end" (i.e., death) of an individual.

It refers as normally to the antecedents which is not the plural city and sanctuary, but the
prince!
I suppose you are reading the Hebrew?

 My studies have therefore shown that it is the end of the previously mentioned "city and
sanctuary" in that verse that are being referred to. Based on a detailed and fully documented
comprehensive study of the Hebrew here, I have translated this portion of Dan 9:26 as: 

And the people of the coming ruler (i.e., the unbelieving Jews) 
will cause the city and the sanctuary to be destroyed. 
This end will be with a flood (of war). 
And until this end of war, desolations will have been determined. 

Where are you getting "this end": there is no this there. 
What is wrong with making the suffix apply to the closest masculine singular antecedents

As demonstrated in my book, from my exegetical studies, I have seen that the "prince/ruler"
mentioned in Dan 9:26 is the same one that was mentioned in the absolute title of verse 25. For
the text to suddenly speak of someone else entirely would require a prior antecedent reference for
such, but this is not done here.

The second prince is introduced as a wicked one who comes to his end in the judgement.
That is not Jesus.

 So any sudden attribution of this "prince" to someone other than the aforementioned Messiah
(i.e, Jesus Christ) is speculative and eisegesis, and not actual Biblical exegesis, especially when
done in a still future context.

I disagree with you here. The people of the prince who is to come.. and his end (death) will
be in the judgement. Who is this?   You seem not to object to Titus being introduced?
 
Of course if you have assumed that parts of Dan 9:26 & 27 are still futuristic, then it can be seen
how you would also link the statement in Dan 9:26 to Dan 12:11 and the 1290 days, however, as
my studies have confirmed for me, all of the statements in the 70 Weeks were fulfilled and/or
determined, as applicable, within the contiguous time of 457 B.C. to 34 A.D. The war and
destruction of Jerusalem of 66-70 A.D. was allusively prophesied by Jesus Christ in the context
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of the statements made in the 70 Week prophecy. (E.g, Matt 23:38; 24:15, 34). Therefore I do not
see a validity in an eschatological conclusion here for Dan 9:26b.

My studies have confirmed just the opposite!  That is the nature of Bible study!!
Then let me question you:
What is the meaning of this "From the time the A of D is set up... there will be 1290 days"
When do you start this and when you do end it (you know that the last half of the week
reappears in Rev as 42 months etc.
 
In order to have a congruous interpretation of a passage/prophecy, you should deal with the
prophecy as a whole, and not in such a piecemeal fashion, for in this way statements are literally
being taken out of their intended context.

This is a grand generalization! You are telling me not to pay attention to the grammar of
the passage.
 
From my studies I have seen that a day-year principle applies to the time of this prophecy or else
the prophecy is suppose to only cover some 16 months of time.

What? Seventy "sevens" (not weeks)

 This definitely cannot fit the predictions of restoration, building, Messiah, and future, utter
destruction that it speaks of. If you do not subscribe to this then (a) when do you start the
prophecy and (b) (assuming that your starting point is not still in the future) how does this extend
to your still future antichrist fulfillment? Jesus also apparently made knowing allusion to the
specified ministry time of Daniel 9:27 when He made a cryptic/veiled statement to Herod using a
day year principle (see Luke 13:32, 33).

I don't understand you here. When is the great tribulation according to Daniel and Jesus
who quotes him?

Also "heptad" is the LXX understanding/rendering of this Hebrew term. While the Greek LXX
translation of the OT is helpful in many ways, in theologically/prophetically based passages, as
this one is, it can be quite deficient.

I said nothing about the LXX. I am referring now only to the Hebrew

 In the Biblical Hebrew, the masculine plural sabuim, as found in Dan 9:24-26, is used to refer to
a literal week (See Dan 10:2, 3). 

"three sevens of days" is specific, but the there nothing about seventy weeks, just seventy
periods of seven undefined but clearly years are the only possibility.
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What about this 42 months, 1260 days in Revelation, as comment on Daniel?

There it is further qualified by the addition of: "of days" apparently so as not to be confused with
the use of this term for "prophetic weeks" as done in Dan 9:24-26 (i.e., 7 days = 7 literal years).
This therefore strongly suggest the reading and understanding of ‘a week of 7 days.’ in Dan 9.

Sevens are simply "sevens" and how long they are must come from context.
490 years is fine, but the end of the prophecy promises the restoration of Jerusalem and so
AD 70 is nonsense!  That was the end of Jerusalem!

One cannot run a prophecy till say As 30 and then add 40 more years which would take
you beyond th limit. Jesus is reading the prophecy as a seventieth seven just before the
Parousia.
He says when you see the A of D standing where HE ought not to and this triggers the GT
Trib and immediatately after (24:29) the gt trib he comes back. That will not fit Ad 70
unless you are preterist, which I hope you are not!
Anthony.
 
I hope this clarified the basis for my position.
 
God Bless,
Ronald Monestime

February 4, 2010

Interesting points/objections. I will address them all, however this will require some extra time.
So I'll get back with you shortly.
 
Ronald Monestime 

February 4, 2010

Thanks so much. I look forward.
Just for my interest are you a teacher of biblical Hebrew?
Anthony.

Anthony Buzzard

February 5, 2010

No I am not a Hebrew teacher. I formally studied some Hebrew while studying Theology at
Andrews University in Berrien Springs, Michigan, in the late 1990's, however I really got
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annoyed with the emphasis on properly speaking the language, rather than focusing much more
on the proper/faithful translation of it into modern languages. I was greatly thrilled then to come
across the monumental work of Bruce Waltke and Michael O'Connor, An Introduction to
Biblical Hebrew Syntax, which addressed the issues beyond mere/strict grammar and indeed
showed the potential range of the underlying Biblical Text, as it can be seen in my posted
translations in my blog. Indeed, in this book, the authors repeatedly show how previous/older
studies in Biblical Hebrew came up short in their applications and understanding, if not at times,
were completely erroneous. (A modern Bible translation based upon such a recent/advanced
work would be greatly beneficial. There is also a great need for more exhaustive and accessible
manuscript/textual work. Current Bible versions are also quite deficient in accurately relating the
contribution that is made by the use of different Hebrew verb stems/tense.). I therefore studied
Waltke’s and O’Connor’s work thoroughly along with other such books and other recently
published grammars (Seow, Pratico & Van Pelt, among others, etc). I also like Gesenius’
grammar however it would be great if it was modernized in the light of recent studies. Also the
thorough and lightning fast Bible study tools available today like Bibleworks, and the
Libronix/Logos System with its syntactical search feature, allow for even more specific studies
and analysis, particularly in syntax, to be done, which often reveal some very interesting nuances,
and at times dispel some previous, limitedly held, assumptions. The same thing also goes in the
study of the Greek New Testament with works like Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics,
Brooks & Winbery, Syntax of NT Greek, and Gerald Stevens, NT Greek, etc,

This is just to give you a bit of a background for how I have approached my Biblical linguistic
studies for the book.

[Incidently, as I had copiously/fundamentally made use of Bruce Waltke’s work in my book, I 
had asked him to review, particularly the Hebrew discussions, in my book, and he agreed to do so
at first, but upon receiving a copy of the 400+,  manuscript page, document via email, which he
jokingly complained took him hours to download, he said that it appeared that “he had bitten off
much more than he could chew” and declined to continue.]

Also, as the issues/point you raise may have somewhat lengthy/detailed (technical) answers, I
may send some of these answers in separate emails and/or in an attached PDF document.

Ronald Monestime

Anthony Buzzard

February 9, 2010

Hello Anthony Buzzard, Here is the reply to your new objections in your three emails (in bold),

I was talking about KITZO in the earlier phrase.  "and his end...?
Yes, of course "the desolations go to the end." "there will be war until the end." That is the
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second use of KETZ, but I was not referring that one KETZ but to KITZO.

Indeed, I had focus my discussion on KITZO in Dan 9:26b and not on KETZ.

The KITZO (his end) is unmistakable.
So I suggest with many Hebraists of course.
The ref will not work for Titus.

Apparently you responded to this email before reading my prior email and the detailed PDF
response, where I show that the “end,” which is actually not “the end of the people” but “their
caused end of war and destruction” is more exegetically supported here.

Yes, "the end of the people" is of course possible.

My studies convince me that this translation and understanding is more “probable” than merely
“possible”, however, as stated above, it focuses more on the destruction caused by the people
than on the end of the people. This all accords with the possessive/genitive nature of such
pronomial suffixes which are affixed to nouns (See Waltke and O’Connor, IBHS, p.303-4 16.4c-
d]. And as this genitive suffix does have “the same range of purposes as other genitives” (IBHS,
p.303 16.4c), this thus fully include the function as a genitive of authorship (IBHS, 143 #9.5.1c
(cf. example #8 "tax imposed by Moses - 2 Chr. 24:6), hence the translation: “their end” = the
end (of destruction/war) caused/originated by the people.

But this will not work for AD 70, I think. Neither Titus nor his Roman people came to their
end then.

[Addressed in the above comment]

KETZ is perfectly natural as the end of life (11:45 has the end of the wicked prince just
before the resurrection.

KETZ actually can referred to any type of “end” and not solely to ‘the end of life.’ So an ‘end of
destruction and war,’ which has just been introduced in the context in the prior clause, and then
immediately specified in the next clause, indeed has more exegetical (i.e., contextual) support
here than a ‘doctrinally imposed future antichrist.’

Have you commented on 11:45?
I have indeed commented on Dan 11 on my blog, starting with a proper translation of the text.
See: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/daniel-11-text.html

As I have said, based e.g., on Christ’s Olivet Discourse, I believe that prophecies can have a tri-
part application of: (1) the here and now, (2) in history and (3) in the end times (eschatological).
These fulfillments are seen in literal/physical fulfilments and/or spiritual ones.
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(I have focused on the Eschatological fulfillment of Dan 11 in the post on my blog.)

This tri-part fulfillment comes to result when a prophecy was partly, but not completely fulfilled,
(i.e., in every stipulated detail) in a past fulfillment. This occurred with Christ’s prophecy on the
destruction of Jerusalem. I am fully aware that Futurist and Dispensationalist have as their
foundational interpretive tenet that ‘if a prophecy is not literally fulfilled in the past, then it is not
at all fulfilled’ and they therefore seek a literal fulfillment in the future. This is indeed the points
that the Jesuits focused on when trying to invent a diversionary way of interpreting prophecy so
that the Papacy and the Catholic Church would stop to be prophetically pointed at by Sola
Scriptura Reformers. However there is quite convincing Biblical support to the contrary, starting
with the Christian Church’s replacement the Jewish People as God’s chosen nation and
becoming God’s New Israel and having the promises made to OT Israel be spiritually fulfilled in
the NT Church. (Rom 9-11)

It is interesting that you claim to not be a Dispensationalist, however most of your prophetic
interpretations are quite cognate to theirs, at least in spirit, i.e., fulfillment on a literal Jewish
nation/people, instead of involving God’s New Israel = the NT Church.

On historicism, I suggest it fails because the end of the 1260 (years as historicists say) does
not work in the sense that the 1260 period in Daniel ends at the Parousia. So a date in the
1800's does not fit.

The 1260 years (538-1798) was the times of development and reign of the Antichrist who is to
have its wound healed in the end time just before Christ’s returns, and once again yield such
similar power as it did historically. This is quite an involved study and if you have not done so
already I recommend that you view the suggested presentations from my PDF email.

But this too: Jesus puts the abomination of desolation standing where HE (a person) ought
not to (Mark 13:14) just before the end of the age. So we must go to Matt 24:14 and here
the A of D is the trigger for the Gt Trib and "immediately after" we have the signs and the
Parousia. This will not work for AD 70 since the distress of those days was not followed
immediately by the Parousia.

The destruction of Jerusalem and the millions who died in it was indeed a literal and physical
fulfillment of Christ’s prophecy - i.e., the literal fulfillment in the here and now. As this portion
of the prophecy has been completely fulfilled we do not need to look again for a literal
fulfillment in the future. It may however be applied again spiritually. I can understand that you
may not know of, or believe in, the possible tri-part fulfillment of prophecies, but this is what my
Bible studies have led me to understand as being the sound way of understanding and
interpreting Bible prophecy. 

A proper understanding of God and the Future as introduced on my blog, may also be
beneficial here as it shows that God does not look into a would be existing future and relates
what he sees will happen in prophecies, but rather that prophecies are statements of what God
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plans to do in the future. (Isa 46:9-11). This is not to suggest that God makes predictive mistakes,
but that he fulfills prophecies as how and when He best sees fit.

See: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/book-preview-god-all-mighty.html  

I agree that the Hal Lindsey pre-trib rapture is quite wrong.
I am sure SDA's are right that the dead are asleep! 

Yes the Bible does clearly teach that death is a sleep until one of two end time resurrections. A
former professor, and friend, of mine, the late Dr. Samuele Bacchiocchi
(www.biblicalperspectives.com), has written a great book on this - Immortality or Resurrection.
See in this post on my blog:

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/pleading-proverbs-264-5.html

Also in this post, I address, what has been the “Achilles’ Heel” of SDA preachers in regards to
the teaching that the people to not got immediately to heaven when they die, namely 2 Cor 5:6-8
and 1 Thess 4:14. (Excuse the manifest anger there, but the carelessness and slyness of these
preachers has really annoyed me.)

Bacchiocchi also had written a book to expose the false teachings of Hal Lindsey. Also posted on
that blog post. See:  Hal Lindsey’s Jigsaw Puzzle - Five Predictions That Failed! 

Not sure what you mean by "most abhorring part..."
Abomination is a noun and so is desolation as you know.
Nothing as complex as most abhorring part of the desolation!

I am indeed quite aware that “abomination” is a noun. Here I was giving, for explanatory reasons
of this cryptic Hebraic expression, the Biblical understanding/definition of it which is indeed “a
most abhorring thing”. In this context, this “abhorring thing” is the physical destruction of the
temple and city in war.

Indeed this is also how the gospel writers have chosen to relate such statements of Jesus by using
term that would more readily be understood by their target reader(s). So for Luke, he plainly
states this as “when Jerusalem is being surrounded by armies.”

I don't think you comment on the "standing where HE ought not to. This as most of the
comms observe rightly is ad sensum pointing to an individual as the abomination.

In regards to the emphasized “HE” here which is done to apparently suggest that this must be a
masculine person, as Gerald Stevens, NT Greek says (p.44), and as you had seem to know and
understand from you prior comment in your email: 
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“Gender is a grammatical function, not sex identification in Greek. This is different than
in English and takes adjustment. Further, Greek gender is not predictable. For example,
“world” is masculine (not neuter). “Road” is feminine (not neuter).”

Therefore, as all of the major English Bible versions that I have checked show, the “IT”
understanding here is perfectly acceptable, and thus can refer to an non-person/event. (See
NASB, NRSV, NIV, NJB, NKJV, KJV, RSV). 

*I plan to do an exhaustive study on the reasons for the use of certain genders in Greek, among
other such research topics. See my planned, web-based Biblical Research Institute at:

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2008/07/college-of-biblical-research-recruiting.html

You may want to be a contributor/participant?

Clearly this event triggers the Gt Tribulation. How do you deal with "immediately after the
trib of those days"?

In the here and now fulfillment of the prophecy, the physical fulfillments of predictions evidently
ceased after the prophesied prediction. However unlike dispensationalist who then reject all prior
fulfillments, even literal/physical ones, there really is not justifiable reasons to do so.  Indeed in
the historical fulfillment of this prophecy, which saw a spiritual fulfillment of these tribulation
predictions in the persecuting of the faithful Christians by the Catholic Church, a literal
fulfillment of the astronomic signs occurred indeed “immediately after those days” as
documented in history: Darkened Sun and Moon (May 19, 1780), Falling Star (Nov 13, 1833). 

Notice also that Mark renders this as “But in those (the) days after the tribulation...” (13:24)

I may understand a desire to only have prophecies be fulfilled in a literal way, but as the Bible
says, spiritual things are spiritually discerned, and the Bible does lay a strong foundation for
properly understanding and applying such physical, spiritual, and also eschatological fulfillments
of prophecy, namely by using scripture to interpret scripture (cf. Isa 28:9, 10). 

God Bless,
Ronald Monestime

February 10, 2010
Anthony Buzzard

Here is my reply to your latest 2 emails (your prior comments are in bold):

Thanks, but their end (a plural pronoun) will not fit HIS end!
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As they say some things get lost in translation, but in the English language the, at the very least,
colloquial use of they/their as a gender-neutral singular, rather than plural pronoun is quite
common, even in published/official texts. So as this singular pronoun in vs. 26b is referring to
the grammatically singular “the people” which still has a plural sense, this is probably the best
that it can be referred to an English rendering. So the issue here is not with the underlying, still,
agreeing grammatical accord, but with possible translational semantics. Still this does not affect
the understanding for me, for, exegetically, it rightly is: “what is caused by this people.”

Kitzo is hardly "their end:"   11:45 is quite clear and why would HIS mean THEIR?

You are working here from an entrenched supposition that Dan 11:45 is synonymous with Dan
9:26b, and really, there is nothing that I may say that may convince you otherwise, if such
external suppositions are to interpret other passages, especially prophetic ones, as oppose to more
clear prose. While this is possible in prophetic understanding one must first ascertain that the
entire context of the passages in question are also in parallel. If you understand the abomination
in Dan 11:45 to be that of a future antichrist then, you must say that either the king of the North
or South here is that future antichrist/person. How then does his birth/origin begin in the times of
the world rule of Persia and Greece (Dan 11:2-5)?   

Furthermore, the Hebrew “abomination” means: “a abhorring thing” it therefore does not have to
solely mean one such thing whenever it occurs in the Bible, but can refer to anything that God
considers to be abhorring. Therefore it is the immediate context that is to determine what that
“abhorring thing” being then mentioned is.

Thanks, and I cannot do justice to all you say, but "their end" is really not right since the
pronoun is singular!! EIther the end of the people or the end of the wicked prince who
comes desolating.

[Already Addressed Above]

Who are you quoting below, please?

In sending you my follow up/additional comment here, as done before, I expect that you will read
them in the order that they were sent and received by you, so, as here, I have not again stated the
full title of the work I quoted and already fully documented. At the very least, I would expect that
you would first read through all of the group of emails before beginning to answer and/or send
them, especially as you seen to read and answer all of them at once. As in previous such cases,
those, effectively, premature questions are addressed/answers in the previous emails. If nothing
else, it would save you on time, as you would not need to write out these indeed already
answered questions. So for the record here, I was referring to the already fully, and abbreviatedly,
mentioned/cited: Bruce Waltke and Michael O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew
Syntax (IBHS). 
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Their concrete statements in regards to this contextual understanding of KITZO are honestly
quite irrefutable.

You do not refer to Keil and Delitzsch, I think.

In regards to what exactly here should I refer to K and D?

Yes, we all know that gender is not a sexual thing but grammatical.
BUT as all the great comms point out: The HE in Mark 13:14 creates a deliberate ad
sensum disagreement with abomination which is neuter.
Thus Mark points out what we would expect from Daniel that the antichrist (abom) is a
person.
This is standard in the commentaries as you perhaps know.

It may be what most commentators may say, but I dispute here on other more probable
grammatical grounds which I think have better exegetical corroborating evidence.

I disagree that there is any 1260 YEAR period and ending it in the past will not fit the
prophecy in Dasn 7. The end of the wicked prince is the coming of Jesus which has not
happened yet.

Properly understanding this prophecy is quite an involved topic of study and a succinct answer
here certainly is not a fair way to explain it. I therefore refer you to the book “1844 Made
Simple” by (the former ultra-Christian-despising Jew) Clifford Goldstein. See in:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clifford_Goldstein

(You can hear his interesting conversion story where God effectively and incredibly “Called Him
by Name” in this sermon recording of his:
http://www.audioverse.org/sermons/recordings/1951/called-by-name.html)

The succinct explanation is as follows: A close study of Bible prophecies show that while they
do many times cover the same periods of times, sometimes further details are included in one
area of the prophecy which was not in another clearly/explicitly parallel-time one. This is known
as “repetition with elaboration,” which is quite commonplace to the Hebrew mind. My
understanding of the prophecy in Daniel 7 is that when the “court sat for judgement” (vs. 26a) it
referred to the time of the cleansing of God’s Sanctuary (Dan 8:14) before Christ’s Return. In the
Hebrew Religious economy, such cleansing was done on the Day of Atonement which was a day
of Solemn Contrition and Judgement of God People themselves. When this Investigative
Judgement is completed then Christ will return. We are currently in this period of Day of
Atonement type judgement/investigation of professed believers which began in 1844. As Paul
says, we must all appear before the judgement seat of Christ (2 Cor 5:10) and when Christ comes
“His reward will be with Him” (Rev 22:12; cf. Matt 16:27, Rom 2:6). So this first of three
endtime judgements does take place prior to the Second Coming of Christ).
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Perhaps we both agree that there is yet a future great tribulation immediately followed by
the coming of Jesus at his Parousia.'

Indeed the Bible speaks of a future tribulation in which particularly people will ‘not be able to
buy or sell unless they have the Mark of the Beast’ (see e.g., Rev 13) and in many ways this will
resemble the historical tribulation experienced by Bible believers in the Catholic Church System.
Indeed this eschatological tribulation will have this “recovered” historical Ecclesiastical power at
its head.

I too believe in the church as the Israel of God. But Paul discusses also the future of Israel
of the flesh and expects with Jesus a restoration as per Matt 19:28 and Acts 1:6. 

In regards to the 12 tribes mentioned in Matt 19:28, James, (the brother of Jesus) and the NT
Church (those whom he was writing to) fully understood this to spiritually apply to them,
Christian Believers (see James 1:1), indeed as the proper understanding of God’s New Israel
teaches. 

Paul’s teaching on, actually, God’s Enduring Israel, is that (Rom 11:17ff) branches representing
unbelieving Jews were broken off of this symbolic tree which represents God’s Israel throughout
time and which is much more than an external nationality or people (Rom 9:6-8ff), but instead
refers to those who are spiritual overcomers as the original Israel (Jacob) was. It is just that Paul,
in his finite human knowledge did not, and could not, know or even conceive that so many
“natural branches” of national Israelites were, by their persistent rebellion against the
Messiahship of Jesus, be also broken off. So this Israel tree was then predominantly made up of
“grafted-in” Gentiles converts. (For more much and detailed information on this pivotal subject,
see the Steven Wohlberg’s materials which I previously mentioned in my emails. He has done a
great job on thoroughly explaining this topic.) 

In regards to the restoration mentioned, or actually posed, in Acts 1:6, notice that this is Peter’s
question, based upon his understanding. Also notice that Jesus does not answer this question.
According to my chronology, this question was posed in 31 A.D., so national Israel still had 3 ½
years to determine if they were going to continue as God’s chosen people, as per the conditions
of the 70 Weeks, stated in Dan 9:24. However, by their actions, they sealed their utter rejection,
and future judgement of destruction, with the execution of Stephen who ministry and statements
bore a striking resemblance to Christ some 3 ½ years prior to that. 

By the way. you still have not answered my question in regards to your understanding and
chronological reckoning of the Seventy Weeks as a whole. You may think that I am the one who
has to prove myself to you, and I do not mind doing that, but in your continual refusal to accept
exegetical/grammatical facts to continue to uphold disproven assumptions, you are the one who
has to concretely show that your views have a conclusive Biblical basis. I.e., you say that ‘such
and such grammatical understanding is true’ but then you actually completely ignore it and
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restate your prior understandings, this time supporting them with even weaker assumptions. As I
say, the understanding the 70 Weeks in a piecemeal fashion is not sound Biblical exegesis and is
actually pure Dispensationalism.

Ronald Monestime

February 15, 2010
Thanks, Yes, agreed about a "holy place":  Not a problem.

But Jesus is referring to the Danielic abomination of desolation.
Mark makes it into a person (standing where HE ought no to)>
So who is this about which Jesus warned.
Mark does not say where IT ought not to  (see all the modern and some ancient comms.
The grammatical masculine in ad sensum).
So please locate the personal abomination.
Anthony

Mark 13:14  - A Non-Personal Event

Hello Anthony,

But Jesus is referring to the Danielic abomination of desolation.

As I have explained before the titular rendition here of “Abomination of Desolation”
though quite convenient and ingrained by long time mention, is not a normal/default reading here
and would in fact be the only this that an ‘article-accusative noun-article-genitive noun’
construction is rendered as a title and not a regular prose. The expression is indeed specific here
as the articles indicate, but is merely referring to specific/known terms. It is thus solely referring
to “the most abhorring part of the desolation that was spoken by Daniel the prophet.” And this
“abomination = most abhorring part” was ‘the end in an overflowing war and utter physical
destruction.’ (Dan 9:26) As history indeed reveals that was a blow that the Jewish nation never
recovered from.

Mark makes it into a person (standing where HE ought no to)>
So who is this about which Jesus warned.
Mark does not say where IT ought not to  (see all the modern and some ancient comms.
The grammatical masculine in ad sensum). 
So please locate the personal abomination.

You are trying to make is sound that just because some commentators have declared an
expression to be ad sensum, then that must irrefutably/concretely be the case. However this is all
based on a subjective understanding where the commentator, because of really any personal
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understanding, declares that the original author really did not mean what he wrote. (See more on
the shaky reliability of such “ad sensum” declarations in, this e-mail discussion in B-Greek:
http://lists.ibiblio.org/pipermail/b-greek/2004-June/030462.html )

Fact is Mark does say where IT ought not as his grammar clearly says. It is modern
commentators, based on their own private interpretations, who are claiming that he is not
saying/meaning this.

Now since this is to be a pure judgment call, I am going to subscribe to Luke’s
contemporary (and that also as Paul’s travelling companion) understanding who clearly said that
this statement as referring to the event of the decreed destruction. (Luke 21:20) This inspired
understanding trumps all modern opinions of any other commentator. This simple comparison of
Scripture with Scripture unequivocally sets this understanding as a war event and not a person.

Also the term standing does not only have to describe ‘a physical posture of a person,’ but
is also used to refer to things “being/remaining established, set up” e.g., Matt 12:25, 26; Acts
17:31; cf. Isa 17:5 LXX, even “confirmed” (Matt 18:16)) among many more examples). Rome
made its intentions clear to settle the Jewish (tax) revolt by force when they set up their camps,
with the accompanying religious/mystical insignia along with their siegeworks and implements
of war around the city, just beyond its walls.

Also, like I said before, it very well may be Luke’s account that was the original reading,
i.e., what Jesus actually said verbatim, and Matthew (writing specifically to a Jewish audiences,
probably, originally in Hebrew), and Mark (=Peter) (writing to a Roman audience) chose to mask
this clear statement so as not to attract unwanted legal attentions themselves. (Cf. Paul’s similar
masking in 2 Thess 2:3-7ff). However Luke, writing a most personal letter, to a Roman Official
who evidently was quite sympathetic to Christianity and quite apparently wanted to convert to it
and apparently did as the dropping of “Most Excellent” in Luke subsequent letter to him of Acts
indicates (Acts 1:1), Luke related this statement clearly so that Theophilus who readily
understand it. 

The “most abhorring part of the desolation that was spoken by Daniel the prophet” was
the prophesied physical destruction of the city and the sanctuary that indeed had drawn near
when Rome made their first siege effort on Jerusalem in 66 A.D. under the Roman general
Cestus. 

Furthermore Jewish Christians fully understood this as such for they all fled the city
following the sudden withdrawal of Cestus, with most of them finding refuge across the Jordan,
in the northern region of Perea, in the town of Pella, all according to Christ’s warning (Luke
21:21, 22, cf. Epiphanus - all documented in Bacchiocchi’s book From Sabbath to Sunday)

Any response to my last email. E.g., how do you explain that your future antichrist of Dan 11:45
would have to be over 2600 years old”?

February 16, 2010

Ronald, thanks.  We are linguists as we all must be,  and research must be done on the
basis of good exegesis of the Greek.
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You must explain your objection to the masculine participle in Mark 13:14.
Why does Mark use the masculine pronoun?  
"standing where HE ought not to"-- this was correctly rendered as from 1881 the RV.

Hello Anthony,

As you say, research must be done on the basis of good exegesis of the original language. Thus I
must first clarify that I had predominantly focused my studies on the Greek of Matt 24:15 which
had a neuter reading, and your ad sensum argument made me assume that the reading in Mark
13:14 was similarly a neuter in the Greek, but a masculine in common understanding. 

Having done a cursory, but more in depth research I see that there are several key exegetical
issues that may not have been concretely resolved. First of all, as you know, exegesis involves
original manuscripts and from what I see, there are several variants to this text from noteworthy
MSS, such as the Textus Receptus, that have masculine readings.

Notwithstanding, assuming that Nestle-Aland 27 (NA27) has the correct reading here. There is
still an issue in the morphology that needs to be resolved here. From William Mounce,
Morphology of Biblical Greek, p.315, it is seen that the verb isthmi is a (class v-6) mi-declension
verb. Now Gerald Stevens, NT Greek, p.367 has shown that in the Perfect Active Participle
declension of these mi verbs, the 3rd person neuter plural and the 3rd person masculine singular
are identical forms. Therefore it appears that a judgement call was made in Mark 13:14 by
grammarians between the 3ms and the 3np. As they apparently assumed that the so-called ‘A of
D’ was singular, as the grammatical singular tenses of these terms show, they chose the 3ms.
However, in Luke this “most abhorring thing” is identified in the neuter-plural as “armies”. I
therefore have to side with Luke’s contribution here and chose the neuter plural as the correct
grammar here. As I have said before, Luke may have had the original saying of Jesus and both
Matthew and Mark masked the explicit meaning in their account. This therefore would
concretely link the rendering of Luke’s 3np noun to Marks 3np participle describing the actions
of that noun.

Also, from what I have seen and understand, there appears to be two ways in which the perfect
active accusative participle of isthmi can be written: both as estota and estekota. My comparison
between the two uses, including LXX occurrences, have shown that estekota refers more to the
understanding of something/someone “having been (firmly) established” (Jos 5:13, 2 Sam 20:12;
Isa 17:5, also Tobith 5:4), while estota refers to mere posture, as “having stood up.” As it is
estekota that is used in Mark 13:14, this understanding of “having been established” indeed
makes more contextual sense than “someone having stood up” (estota).

Other arguments in regards to a priorly assumed masculine reading, of non-sex, Greek genders,
and also of masculine forms of the verb isthmi being also applied to non-persons, are apparently
moot and/or no longer necessary in regards to the probable morphological contribution here.
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The antichrist of Daniel is dated at 1290 days before the end of the vision in ch 11, 12
The vision ends with the resurrectioin of the dead in 12:2!
Nothing about 2500 years!

I can see from your prophetic understanding how you come to your conclusion here, but here, as
with the first 69 1/2 weeks of Dan 9:24-27, (which you still have not explained - e.g., the
concrete 28 A.D. of John 2:20 does not allow for a start of Christ’ ministry after that date), on
what basis do you make an apparent futurist switch from a previous historical context in Dan 11.
The assumed antichrist in Dan 11:45 is contextually either the king of the South, or the North,
who began their various actions during the world reigns of Persia and Greece, and thus can only
be a 2500+ year old person if he is to still do his work in the end, even if it is to be 3 ½ years
before the end as you claim. Unless the context is used here, as in Dan 9:26, you can only come
to your conclusion by arbitrary interpositions and eisegesis. 

Currently your basis in Matthew 24:15|Mark 13:14 are concretely proven to not be speaking of a
future antichrist, nor are the most abhorring things of the desolation in Dan 9:26 and 12:11
inevitable/necessarily one and the same thing. They could easily simply be whatever is “most
abhorring” in two distinct desolations: e.g., one, in history, being literal/physical (Dan 9:26). and
the other, in the end times, being purely spiritual (Dan 12:11).

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 16, 2010

Thanks for all this but estkota is simply a masculine participle and you surely are not going
to question the RV and many modern translations which take the obvious sense of the
participle?
The abomination is as you say of course neuter but Mark wants us to understand ad
sensum a person. This is a marvelous and easy fact, I suggest.
The antichrist will indeed stand in a holy place and trigger the time of great tribulation,
which was not in AD 70, else Jesus would have returned immediately after (24:29 of
Matthew)
Anthony

Thanks for all this but estkota is simply a masculine participle and you surely are not going
to question the RV and many modern translations which take the obvious sense of the
participle?
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I guess then that this is where we differ with this concrete/factual fork in the road of the much
more corroborated 3np of estekota. I do not , as it were, ‘pledge allegiance’ to any (uninspired)
work done by a man, so I definitely have no qualms about opposing the 125 year old Revised
Version, and not even modern versions/commentators for that matter, especially on such factual
grounds. The grammar of estekota is here purely a judgment call of which the contribution of
Luke’s straightforward account indicate a hard-linked 3np non-person reference in the “armies.”

As Greek grammars show, the obvious sense of the perfect participle here in relation with its
subjunctive aorist main verb “to see” is solely: “Whenever it is that you may see..... being
established ....”

The abomination is as you say of course neuter but Mark wants us to understand ad
sensum a person. This is a marvelous and easy fact, I suggest. 

This ad sensum argument is purely a private opinion. Matthew uses a neuter, Luke relates a
neuter, and Mark could easily also be a neuter, therefore I side with the preponderance of
evidence here and choose the neuter alternative in Mark.

The antichrist will indeed stand in a holy place and trigger the time of great tribulation,
which was not in AD 70, else Jesus would have returned immediately after (24:29 of
Matthew)

Evidently, you do not take into consideration the fact that Jesus, in this Olivet discourse is
answering to a just posed question of His disciples about His recent comment about the utter
destruction of the Temple. (Matt 24:1-3). The question was 

(1) When will [this just mentioned utter destruction] be?
(2) What will be the signs of your coming?
(3) What will be the signs of the end of the age?

Jesus’s ensuing answer (vs. 4ff) addresses all of these distinct points in one interweaved
response. If you do not accept that Jesus did indeed speak of the physical destruction of the then
standing Temple, then, as Dispensationalist teach, you have to believe that a Temple, considered
to be of any spiritual validity/significance by God, will be rebuilt in the future in Jerusalem, so
that it can be so utterly destroyed by a supposed Jewish-targeting antichrist. That is pure
dichotomic Dispensationalism. Your interpretation has to arbitrarily complete ignore Luke’s
parallel, and probably original account.

Instead in this interweaved prophetic answer by Christ, is the basis to see that Prophecy can
include a (1) Here and now fulfillment, (2) an historical fulfillment, and (23 an eschatological
fulfillment.

When God “desolated” The temple at Christ’s anti-typical death on the cross (Matt 23:38;
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27:51), He knew exactly what He was doing, and has no obligation to go back on this for a
people that chose to reject His Son in the 1st century A.D. To believe this, you have to subscribe
to the Dispensational belief that there are two possible ways of Salvation, contrary to the plain
teaching of Christ and the rest of Scripture.

Obviously you are not going to answer the John 2:20 and the 69½ week question, As I have
noticed, you do simply, completely ignore whatever you do not have an answer to. With all due
respect, that does not impress me, personally, in any way, nor serves to give, you in my opinion,
any sustained/additional credit. Quite to the contrary. In my experience I have seen that truly
honest and responsible scholars do not shy away from addressing all of the issues/questions at
hand. 

You intend on building you futurist beliefs on ever shrinking, filmsy, private, conjectural,
disproven and eisegetical support, and I can find nothing compelling or convincing in that. 
Good Luck!

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 17, 2010

At 09:29 PM 2/16/2010, you wrote:
Thanks for all this but estkota is simply a masculine participle and you surely are not going to
question the RV and many modern translations which take the obvious sense of the participle?

Thanks but what do you say about the masculine participle with the neuter noun?

And why ( I ask gently)  are you questioning the RV which reads correctly (correcting the
KJV) 'standing where HE ought not to.'? 
I spare you the burden of reading many of the modern commentaries who absolutely agree
with the RV.
The abomination is a  HE in the mind of Jesus and Mark.

I guess then that this is where we differ with this concrete/factual fork in the road of the much
more corroborated 3np of estekota.

Neuter plural?? To what word do you refer? The participle is acc masculine.
No neuter plurals here.
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Below you say  "Mark could easily also be a neuter, therefore I side with the preponderance of
evidence here and choose the neuter alternative in Mark.

What do you mean here? Mark has a masculine participle, no neuter participle. There is no
MSS variation is there in Mark 13:14.  The point is most important since it defines the
Abom of Desolation.

Don't follow you here (when you say neuter alternative), could you please explain.
Thanks so much,
Anthony

February 17, 2010
Anthony,

In all seriousness, based upon your observations here, have you actually read through my prior
emails? All of the questions are addressed and answered there. For the sake of time I simply refer
you back to them. If you need me to email the recent ones again, let me know.

And just to make sure that you understand what my point of factual difference here, there are
textual variants to Mark 13:14 including the Textus Receptus, notwithstanding, the declension of
the perfect active participle in Mark could just as easily be grammatically labelled as a neuter
plural (even ad sensum for the plural part based on Luke’s (probable original) account which has
“armies”, in addition to according with the neuter noun “abomination”, the same allusion to that
in Luke, in the immediate text.) (I have supplied a scan of Stevens’ declension in the attached
PDF.) I am not even challenging the RV here, and even if I was, what would make this 125+ year
old work/translation a supposedly final, unquestionable authority today?

Second Email:

Ronald, just a note from the AT Roberston notes on Mark 13:14
"Mark personalizes the A of D with the masculine participle."

Thus the fulfillment in AD 70 does not work, I think.
What person stood in the temple as a signal for the flight in AD 66?

Again as already discussed in prior emails, “a place/grounds that is holy” could easily including
the grounds just beyond the walls that surrounded Jerusalem.

Isthemi “Standing” here actually refers to “something being established” i.e., the Roman Armies
setting up their assault works and their camps.

And A.T. Robertson’s (love his works!) statement is merely a personal opinion, actual factual
evidences suggests otherwise.
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Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 18, 2010

Some Slight Corrections
Just a couple of slight corrections/specifications upon further study of participles.

The table in Stevens’ participle declension chart is actually showing the cases and not persons as
I assumed. Thus what I have highlighted are the (identical) accusative participles inflections.
(Also identical to the neuter nominative plural case)

Also, as Steven says on p.365, his mi-verb declension does indeed included the ones for the
istemi; and there is a so-called 2nd perfect participle form for istemi as estosa (not estota as I
mistakenly previously wrote) along with estekota.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 18, 2010
Additional Syntactical Classification

Hello Anthony, 

Just some additional Greek Syntax contributions here to the understanding of the Participle in
Mark 13:14:

As the work of Daniel Wallace (Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics) shows, the possible
grammatical identification here of estekota as a nominative can also be quite possible, if not most
probable here in Mark 13:14. 

The following points are also most probable here:

-The participle can be a “Participle of Means” in showing ‘by what means’ one would come to
“see the most abhorring part of the desolation spoken by Daniel,” i.e, ‘by the means of it having
been established’ (cf. p.652) 

- This nominative case participle can indeed be a constructio ad sensum. (p. 652)
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-As a nominative, it can also be functioning as a Nominative Absolute (nominativus pendens) as
it ‘enunciates the logical, and not grammatical, subject (i.e., the “armies” of Luke 21:20) (p.
652).

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 18, 2010

Ronald, the participle is not so hard!  (estekots).  It is a masculine accusative singular as we
all know. Any software or grammar teaches us this.

Thanks, again I am trying to understand your point:
This participle is not a neuter plural. Who says in the major commentaries that it is a
neuter plural.
That is the basis of my questioning. I accept the reading estekota, but am at a loss to see
how this is a neuter plural?
If you could give me a one line answer on that point, it would be helpful.

Schweizer on Mark (among many of course) "the participle in Mark 13:14 clearly refers to
a person, the phrase "where he should not be."
So NEB, Swete, etc etc. Blass Debrunner: p. 74 agrees and says that the participal
"designates a personal being."  TDNT is not wrong: "Mark 13:14... refers to the antichrist,
as shown by the masculine construction, (Vol I, p. 600).

Thanks, but the participle is an accusative masculine singular, is it not.
Again, I have not listed all the grammarians and commentaries who see this plainly as a
personalizing of the Abom of desolation.

2) The Abom triggers the Great Tribulation. So when is that Great Tribulation for you?
Trying to understand you.'

Hello Anthony,

I am fully aware that all current grammarians, commentators and software databases have chosen
the masculine accusative here. All of the various resources I have consulted indeed have done so.
My point is that with the possibility of a constructio ad sensum understanding, it could just as
easily be either a nominative neuter plural or an accusative neuter plural. In the light of
Luke’s original statement of Jesus vs. Matthew and Mark evident masking of it, including the
telling phrase “let the reader understand”), I stand against all of the current choice identifications
of a masculine singular accusative, which is largely influenced by private, 1800+ year remote,
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prophetical/theological understandings (i.e., a future antichrist figure); and rather choose the
nominative neuter plural which is straightly determined by the contemporary account of Luke.
Hence the resulting reading: “by the means of them (i.e., the armies) having been established in a
place that is holy/where they ought not.”

If you want to prove me wrong on this exegetical choice, you’ll have to do it on purely
morphological, lexical, grammatical, syntactical, (Biblical) contextual and/or even theological
(and not prophetic interpretational) grounds, and not by simple making mention of the subjective
choices of current expositors. (The TDNT is not called “Theological” for no reason, it does factor
in theological understandings in its definitions, as it is seen from its references to Dan 12:11 and
2 Thess 2:3ff as the basis for their definition). 

Just saying that “the participle is not a neuter plural” actually does not prove anything, but is
merely a restatement of your opinion. Again all of my substantiation of the nominative neuter
plural are stated in my previous emails including the attached PDF of Steven’s perfect active
participle declension.

2) The Abom triggers the Great Tribulation. So when is that Great Tribulation for you?
Trying to understand you.'

Indeed as Jesus says here that great tribulation is triggered by the appearance of this most
abhorring part being established in a place that is holy. As I have explained before, Christ’s
prophecy which was addressing three question at once, has three temporal applications, as it
spoke of events in the (1) here and now (i.e., with the 1st Century Jewish nation) (2) Church
History, and (3) the End Times (eschatology). There, as I have also explained before, indeed was
great tribulation in (1) the 66-70 War with the Romans, (2) the persecution of faithful Christians
in Church history, beginning when Church and State united (an abomination in God’s Church)
for a period of 1260 years (538-1798), and in the future when again Church and State will united
to persecute all those who refuse to take their Mark of authority (Rev 13:11ff). Still my
understanding of Mark 13;14 is not based on my prophetical interpretations in other places but
mainly on linguistic grounds determined by the parallel context of Luke’s account.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 18, 2010

Thanks for this. So you are thinking that the parsing of the verb as acc masc sing is false?
I see you point now clearly.
Can you cite an authority other than yourself for suggesting that estkota is a neuter plural
agreeing with the singular noun Bdelugma. This would be helpful.
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How is it reasonable to plead for a plural participle modifying a singular noun?
Where are such examples?
You seem to concede that no grammarian agrees with you on this point?
Have I understood you rightly?
Thanks.

On the great tribulation, is not the great tribulation spoken of by Jesus followed
IMMEDIATELY by the darkening of the sun  (Matt 24:29) and thus could not refer to a
period now over, either in AD 70 or throughout 1260 years?
Thanks again,

February 18, 2010

Can you cite an authority other than yourself for suggesting that estkota is a neuter plural
agreeing with the singular noun Bdelugma. This would be helpful. How is it reasonable to
plead for a plural participle modifying a singular noun?

As I explained in a prior email, just like an ad sensum masculine singular, grammatically is
supposed by grammarians is not agreeing with the neuter “abomination”, as Matthew does, in the
same way an ad sensum plural understanding could have been intended by Mark here for making
reference to the “Roman armies” agreeing with Luke’s plain account. Indeed Matthew’s neuter
concord similarly speaks against a masculine parsing for the participle in Mark 13:14.

Where are such examples?
As it is known, such possible ad sensum occurrence are determined on a case by case basis and to
search Greek writings, even only NT Greek) for even other possible occurrences where other
identical inflectional readings could have been used and then verifying if there is an ad sensum
support, as with this passage due to the Parallel gospel accounts, would be a most intricate
undertaking. Notwithstanding, I actually do not think that it is even necessary due to the complete
independence of ad sensum constructions. (cf. in the B-Greek e-mail discussion in:
http://lists.ibiblio.org/pipermail/b-greek/2004-June/030462.html )

You seem to concede that no grammarian agrees with you on this point?

To my knowledge this actual quite possible issue has not even been discussed by grammarians,
apparently all due to an entrenched presupposition that the ‘A of D’ is to be either an antichrist
figure or Roman general (i.e., a singular person) However Luke’s parallel account shows
otherwise by the mention of the plural “armies.”

After emailing you earlier today, I emailed a copy of my findings on Mark 13:14 to Daniel B.
Wallace, the author of Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics, at the Dallas Theological Seminary. It
will be interesting to see his view on this, if he replies. 
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As I also explained to Wallace: Matthew, probably writing after Mark and using that gospel as a
source, also may have further encrypted the originally plain statement of Christ recorded in Luke
21:20 by using a neuter singular (thus “it” instead of “them”) and then further adding the phrase:
(“let the reader understand”) to make up for this deeper encryption.

Also, Matthew’s participle could also be in the nominative (neuter singular) case for the same
syntactical reasons mentioned in the prior email. I.e., the Nominative Absolute, nominativus
pendens, etc.,

On the great tribulation, is not the great tribulation spoken of by Jesus followed
IMMEDIATELY by the darkening of the sun  (Matt 24:29) and thus could not refer to a
period now over, either in AD 70 or throughout 1260 years?

I believe I thoroughly explained this question in a previous email. And the tri-part application of
Bible prophecies does allow for a partial fulfillment here as per Mark’s account. Even in the
historical fulfillment over 1260+ years, “immediately after” would proportionally stretch out to
include the fulfillment in 1833.

Also you evidently believe that Christ’s Olivet discourse says absolutely nothing about the 70
A.D. destruction. Then how do you explain that He was also answering a specific question in
regards to the then standing temple, and did say that not one stone of it would be left upon
another (Matt 24:1-4ff)? 

Also you are working from an assumption that all elements in a prophecy must be fulfilled for
the prophecy as a whole to be fulfilled. Hence a (dispensational) theological belief that OT
prophecies are not spiritually fulfilled in the NT Church, which is actually the uninterrupted
continuation of God’s Israel. Indeed such even “quasi-dispensational” understandings leave
absolutely no room for the inherent Spiritual element of God’s word, i.e., how God chooses to
fulfill His word, promises based upon actual developments and circumstances on earth by His
people. (Case in point, Israel is not literal, it has always been a spiritual for all those who
overcome like Jacob did, as explained in prior emails.) That is one of the reasons why
Dispensationalism, and its cognates, are indeed Spiritually bankrupt and needing to invent
heretical teachings such as two ways of salvation, a second chance after Christ’s coming, and a
“secret rapture.” (E.g., hundred of millions of people are expected to vanish at once, even leaving
their clothes and adornments behind, and this has been a widely known prediction/teaching for
decades now, more prominently since the 1980 with e.g, Hal Lindsey, and now with the Lahaye
and Jenkins works, yet still it is also believed that the rest of the world, i.e., the supposed “Left
Behind” ones, will still then not believe in Christianity and rebel against God. That is so
preposterous, non-sensical and such wishful thinking. Non-believers are begging for such a sign
to believe in God, so why won’t they believe then?)

This is what happens when you remove all possible spiritual elements, as taught by the Bible,
especially Paul, from Biblical promises, prophecies and passages and instead teach that
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everything must be solely literal and to the letter.

A great example of such conditional and circumstantial fulfillment is seen in the statement of
Christ when He began His ministry. Reading from Isa 61, He declared the prophetical and
timeliness of His Messiahship. Luke 4:18-21 (=Isa 61:12a). However He knowingly cut his
reading short not mentioning the “days of vengeance” Isa 61:2b. However when things turned out
completely wrong after 3 ½ years of  ministry, to His great disappointment and dismay (Matt
23:37|Luke 13:34), He goes on to relate the prophecies of utter destruction for the first time (Matt
23:38|Luke 13:35), culminating in his Olivet discourse where He explicitly states that this is for
the fulfillment of the “Day of Vengeance” of Isaiah (Luke 21:22= Isa 61:2b) “so that all things
which are written will be fulfilled.” Clearly Jesus believed and acted as if circumstances could
have been different, (cf. Matt 10:23) and if they had been, then Jerusalem’s desolation would
then not have been firmly decreed by Christ just before His crucifixion in 31 A.D. to occur in the
days when the generation of those alive and hearing Him would see it come to pass.

A Biblical understanding of “Divine Foreknowledge” actually Foreplanning may be helpful here
as it shows, contrary to common assumption, that the future is not set in stone, it is actually not
even concretely known:

For more on this topic see: 

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/book-preview-god-all-mighty.html

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 18, 2010

It must also be said that the word “abomination” does not necessarily have to strictly accord with
the interjected participle in this statement as this ad sensum participle is referring to a logical
subject and not a grammatical one. This abomination event is indeed only one event, i.e., one
most abhorring part mentioned by Daniel and not several, yet the “logical subject” that fulfills it
i.e., the armies, can indeed be plural.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

P.S.
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Last week I had emailed my findings on Dan 9:26b to Bruce Waltke at the Reformed Theological
Seminary, there is evidence that he received and looked into it, but he has not (yet?) replied.

(I had also emailed Waltke a question on the use of the maqquef in certain constructs. Maybe you
have some insight into this. Namely why do some identical form use it, while others don’t. E.g.
ebed Yahweh = “Servant of God” 

With maqqef:
Deu 34:5
Jos 1:13
Jos 8:31
Jos 8:33
Jos 12:6
Jos 14:7
Jos 22:5
2Ch 1:3
2Ch 24:6

Without maqqef:
Jos 1:1
Jos 1:15
Jos 11:12
Jos 13:8
Jos 18:7
Jos 22:2
Jos 22:4
Jos 24:29
Jdg 2:8
2Ki 18:12

My working thesis is that constructs with maqqef are emphasizing the inner quality/sense of the
construct (e.g., “heart-of-fathers” in Mal 4:6), while the ones without it are just making a plain
statement of fact with no such qualitative emphasis. Let me know what you think, if anything.)

February 18, 2010
[For the sake of length, the content of my initiating email were not included]

Yes, but the masculine is still there!   

That is not entirely true. There is nothing in the rest of the context that is masculine in the
parallel accounts of Matt 24:15|Mark 13:14|Luke 21:20. The neuter however runs throughout,
and is plainly stated by the “armies” in Luke’s account. However, as already stated, the
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Nominative Absolute does not have to refer to, and thus concord with, a grammatical subject but
solely to a logical one, i.e., the armies. Only when the masculine parsing is chosen by
grammarians over two other neuter choices, is there a masculine present in any of these verses.

You really cannot expect people to think that a plural participle modifies a singular noun.
Again, who has ventured this except you?

Again no concord to “the most abhorring part” event is needed to make mention of the factions
that would bring about this event.

But of course we have in the base "he comes desolating on the wing of abominations"
The masculine form of the verb in Dan. 9 is still there: "meshomem" he causes desolation."

As stated on my blog post, my exegetical studies have shown that this statement in Dan 9:27 is
more accurately rendered from the Hebrew as:

“But because of the most extreme of abominations (i.e., the murder of the Messiah) there is going
to be a place that will (forcefully) be made to become desolate (i.e. the Temple).” 

The poel participle with the “mem” prefix could also refer to a place forcefully transformed into
the state expressed by the verb, and not solely to a person functioning in a capacity (desolator).
This “desolated place” is the same masculine “sanctuary” = temple of verse 26 (cf. Matt. 23:37,
38).

But you are thinking in a circle here. 

How am I thinking in circles?

Since the Great tribulation followed immediately by the Parousia (24:29) is clear,

This is only true in a strict chronology and solely literal interpretation, leaving no room for
spiritual elements, i.e., God’s acting according to circumstances and developments. I believe the
prophecies of Revelation are an expansion of Christ’s Olivet discourse and fills in the, up to then,
missing information, which was not needed to be known by believers then, (especially in 31 A.D.
cf. Acts 1:6) of the Church History that would occur between the destruction of Jerusalem and
the Second coming.

what makes you apply this to AD 70.

The Biblical allowance of pertinent, partial fulfilling of prophecies as circumstances develop.

  And what makes you think there is not a future surrounding by armies?  Zech 12:3 LXX
gives us this too.
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Again you are thinking from a (quasi-)dispensational view where only literal fulfillments are
possible. I instead see that this, and other OT prophecies, are fulfilled spiritually in the Church.
The perfect example of this is the book of Revelation which incorporates over 278 passages in
404 of its verses, from throughout the OT for prophecies for the NT Israel, the Christian Church.
A future such physical assault on God’s people will then be done by a state power, as it occurred
in history (persecution), and will in the future (Rev 13:11ff).

Yes, but this is hardly obvious!   

It may not be obvious to us today, and that would not be the first instance that this would occur,
but in the light of the need to protect themselves from physical reprisals, it can indeed be
understood why particularly Matthew and Mark did this. 

The synoptic gospels all speak of this most abhorring part by saying:

-Luke, quoting Christ verbatim says: “when armies surround Jerusalem”
-Mark writing to believers in a Roman context encrypts Christ’s words and says: “by the means
of them (the armies) having been established where they should not (just beyond the city walls
indicating a siege and war)
-Matthew writing to a Jewish audience, biasedly most susceptible to such state Reprisals, further
encrypts it by saying: “by it (that mentioned “most abhorring part” effectuated by the Roman
armies) being established in a place that is holy”.

The first option is clearly to let the ad sensum personal antichrist view stand. 

That is not a first option because the belief that this is an antichrist is not the first sense of this
passage here. As Christians knew and believe. The antichrist would be set up in the Christian
Church and not in literal Israel (2 Thess 2:3ff)

 Again, Daniel puts the Abom 1290 days from the end of the age, and so does Jesus I think.

Again not all mentions of “a most abhorring thing” refer to one and the same thing, or more
specifically, one and the same degree of application, of the same thing.

I don't follow you here at all!  

If you look at the PDF of Stevens’ table, you will see that Matthew’s neuter perfect active
participle estos could either be a nominative or an accusative singular. I choose the nominative
which is here also functioning as an Nominative Absolute, nominativus pendens, as discussed in
the prior email 
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Matthew simply modifies the neuter noun with a neuter adjective.

Where is that adjective?

But what happened in 1833?

As already mentioned there was the greatest meteor shower in known history on Nov 13. Again a
partial historical fulfillement as conditions necessitated/permitted.

In Daniel the end of the period is the Parousia, and so you are left with a gap after 1833. 

Again solely according to a strict literalness and chronology view that leave no room for the
injunctive developments of God according to observed spiritual developments and
circumstances.
God did not simply wind a clock and sit back. He is actively involved in the redemption of
humans in this world, which takes daily active participation in the light of Satan’s vengeful
desires of complete annihilation of all.

 It must be emphasized here that this non-spiritual literalness is the very reason why the 1st

century Jews rejected Jesus Christ, because He did not meet their solely literal understanding of
the OT and its prophecies. (Cf. e.g., John 3:3-10ff; 6:60-66ff) So when Jesus came and brought
out the spiritual, honorable understanding of the OT, the Law and New Covenant revolving
around Him inscribed in the hearts of believers, they refused to follow it and believed that they
only had to follow the letter of the Law. The underlying fundamental tenet of dispensationalism
is simply a rehashing of that quite effective, spirituality blinding, tactic.

In the same way that "this temple" is both the temple standing there in Haggai  2
 and a past one and a future one/ Very typical Hebrew thinking. 

I do not understand you here in making this reference to the Temple built up during the early
Restoration years applicable to the future.

Jesus also told the people standing in front of them that they had killed Abel and
Zechariah!  
Jesus meant that it was “foolish, hypocritical and sinful” people like them who had slained
worthy and blameless OT messengers, and they evidently would have done the same as seen in
the way they were persecuting Him. 

I do believe that the church is spiritual Israel: but the Olivet discourse is based on the
scheme in Daniel as Jesus said.  

The Olivet discourse, like any bona fide prophecy incorporates key themes from Daniel and adds
other supplemental ones.
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So please could you define the Gt Trib of Dam 12:2. Which of your three fulfilments it this?

As seen in the Olivet discourse multiple fulfillments involving certain pertinent parts can be done
Therefore the Great Tribulation of Dan 12:2 will be fulfilled as stated in an eschatological
context. However, as further prophetical and historical studies reveal, the 1290 days time element
(=1290 years) was precisely fulfilled historically (508-1798).

Again understanding these spiritual fulfillments takes a careful study of Church History and all in
the light of the truths of God’s word. So it also takes a solid NT Doctrinal understanding which
includes The Ten Commandments, The 7th day Sabbath, the Heavenly Sanctuary and Christ’s
present, ongoing, anti-typical Ministry in it, the State of the Dead, etc. Once such a foundation is
set, can prophesies be accurately interpreted and understood. For starters it will be seen that many
of the prophecies in Revelation were fulfilled by the actions of the Catholic Church as reformers
pointed out.

I don't believe in second chances or two ways of salvation. I know that Paul has important
things to say about the future of now blinded Israel (not the church) in Rom 11

Paul says that natural Israel was “partially hardened” (NASB) ‘so that the fullness of the Gentiles
can be brought in.’ Rom 11:25. He also clearly says that Jews can only be grafted in again only
if, and when, they choose to believe in Jesus as their Messiah (vs. 23). As it was seen in the Acts
of the Apostles, many did indeed come to believe in Jesus from 3000, then 5000, including even
many of the priests. This re-grafting in of cutoff branches back into this Israel Tree was indeed
on a personal/individual basis as the illustration of individual branches shows. This tree is
spiritual Israel, and after only natural branches were present, other branches were grafted in to
complete this tree while other unbelieving ones were cut off and left. Because of the
Dispensationalist belief in solely literal fulfillment, they believe that national/Jewish Israel, and
not Spiritual Israel is that Tree. However, they, like Gentiles, are only potential branches. And a
literal Jewish state of Israel will not once again be seen when these branches may be regrafted,
but they will instead become part of God’s eternal plan for Israel to have a global reach as seen in
the NT Church. (Cf. Acts 1:8; James 1:1).

Hal Lindsay is simply wrong as is dispensatinalism. There is only one Gospel and it is the
Gospel of the Kingdom preached by Jesus and Paul equally.

Amen to that! However the foundation of Dispensationalism, as invented by the Jesuits monks
Alcazar and Ribera is that prophecies can only be entirely in the past (preterism), or only in the
future (Futurism) with a national Israel, and never applicable in the so-called “Church Age.”
Hence the heresies of e.g., the then Universal Catholic Church could not be Biblically denounced
by reformers as prophetical fulfillment. And now these diversionary tactics have completely
infiltrated the Protestant movement that these reformers had established

But one must stick with grammatical rules too. You have not dealt really with
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"immediately after" The adverb takes us close to the end of the age, and certainly won't
work for AD 70 immediately after which Jesus did not come!  in Matt 24:29. 

Due to Mark and Luke’s less rapid succession of time, I do not solely see a strict chronological
fulfillment of this prediction. In fact, if I remember correctly there were indeed signs in the
heavens just before and/or after Cestus’s initial siege in 66 A.D., and before Titus’ utter
destruction in 70 A.D. So these signs were also partially fulfilled. Only Christ’s coming was not
fulfilled, as it is fully allowable, as the circumstances for it were not all developed and/or met.
Still all the Christians then believed that the end was imminent as seen in 2 Peter.

Yes but you are still assuming that the Gt Trib happened in AD 70 if partially only.

Indeed it was. The millions of unbelieving Jews suffered that great tribulation. (Jewish)
Christians also suffered then, spiritually, in that they saw their capital city an its holy institutions
be completely destroyed. This is what, I believe, had anticipatively led to the writing of Hebrews
(by Paul) to show how there was a Temple in Heaven where Christ ministers, and how other OT
Israel religious convenantal elements translated, and functioned, in now the New Covenant of
Christ.

I disagree with you about genea: nothing to do with 40 years. The sense is like the LXX.
This evil society up to the Parousia.

You’ll need to substantiate your opposing belief here. 
I can simply just cite one example: Gen 6:9 the “generation” of Noah. There are all dead aren’t
they? Genea refers to a group of people who live in a certain time. Nowhere do I say that a
generation must only mean 40 years. Indeed, I myself refute that common conclusion. It is as
long as it actually is and includes people born/living in certain time period. In Matthew is was
those alive as Jesus spoke these words.

That is entirely possible. But 1) Jesus predicts trouble in Jerusalem and a Gt Tribulation
just before the end of the age (parousia). You are adding two extra fulfilments (certainly
they may be seen as similar times of trouble) but they are not the events marked by Jesus'
own chronolgy which is based on the time sequence of Daniel as he said.

Through spiritual applications, even non-literal events do fulfill them. The key is in the nature of
the spiritual elements involved. I believe the expansion of Christ’s Olivet discourse in the
prophecies of Revelation more thoroughly incorporates the applicable predictions and
chronologies of Daniel.

The established Biblical concept of repetition with elaboration as seen e.g., in Dan 2, 7, 8 shows
how a prophecy can be expanded to included previously left out, and/or then not pertinent,
elements. I believe this is what occurred with Christ’s Olivet discourse and the then more
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elaborated/expanded prophecies of Revelation. Still the Olivet discourse had enough elements to
fairly warn and instruct all those who wanted to believe in these words in the 1st Century A.D.
and with the ever present promise of Christ’s soon return, for Christ can indeed return at any
moment, if circumstances on earth should suddenly demand it (“Behold I come switfly/rapidly” -
Rev 22:20). As seen with OT Israel, God is not restricted by even his own predictive statements
(Jer 18) but can change them as He sees fit.

Ronald, thanks but you seem to abandon everyone but you!

To be more accurate here, I had really not effectively “pledged allegiance” to anyone to begin
with. Not even scholars in my own denomination, for no scholar(s) is infallible in their
judgements. I pledge allegiance to the Truth only, especially in such matters of opinion, and
whichever Biblical way that the Truth comes to lead. And looking back on all the truths that I
have found because of this very stance, including even a couple more today, I do not regret this
stance at all. This instance here in Mark 13:14 is another case in point. 

The first alternative is the ad sensum personal sense.

As already discussed above, I do not think so. Based on Luke’s “armies,” the 2 other neuter
choices come first. Again, there is no mandated need of concord with the (singular) “abhorring
event”.

This comes from the m'shomem "he comes desolating on the wing of abominations" in Dan
9.

Again, as already discussed above, this is referring to ‘a place that forcefully becomes desolate.’
This clearly was the understanding and prophetic guide of Jesus (Matt 23:38).

Thanks, but who agrees with you?!  

That is “currently” no one. This is a new understanding, perhaps just even brought into
consideration today, so only time will tell here if others are going to accept this possibility. Still I
am not basing truth on a popular opinion census, especially as the determination here is purely
subjective and “according to understanding”. However, I believe with Luke’s parallel account, I
am on quite solid ground here. You have to defend a supposed prophetic interpretation from
elsewhere, I have to defend a direct parallel account.

 "interjected participle"?  you are not making sense to Greek grammarians I think.

That is how the Nominative Absolute is used in a sentence. It is interjected to make some
tangential statement on the main theme of the sentence. I.e., in Matt 24:15 & Mark 13:14 it is
specifying how the ‘“most abhorring thing” spoken by Daniel will be recognized by Christian
believers.’ 
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There is massive support among the experts for the personalized A of D. The obvious sense,
I think.

Again popular opinion derived solely from prophetical interpretation is of no consequence to me
here. Luke’s parallel and verbatim account instead is.

RV were not incompetent,

The RV may not have been incompetent, however studies that are advanced by subsequent
studies and resources cause them to be less of a primary authority, especially 125 years later.

nor the many commentators who reflect the masculine and no one ever pleaded for a plural
participle in estkota. (did they?)

Due to historical suppositions, I do not even think it was ever an issue of discussion before.

Can you cite anyone at any time who says that estkota is a plural neuter participle in Mk
13:14.
Perhaps you can.

Not yet... Working on it...

Sincerely,
Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 19 2010
Some sincere clarification points to start with.

At the risk of letting you think that you have made a conclusive point in an argument, I will
simply not repeat what I have already clearly said and explained in prior emails. To be quite
honest with you, it is wasting my time and effort. You can refer to these prior statements for
more details. 

I am not sure what your intent is in, effectively, deafly repeating the same questions and/or
statements over and over, but it is neither impressing, nor intimidating me. If I answered a
question it is because I indeed have considered it. Simply repeating it verbatim does absolutely
nothing to refute what I have said. 

Also if you actually knew me personally, you would know that any marginalizing argument
thrown at me is completely futile, because I have absolutely no problem standing, even alone, for
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my personally ascertained and verified beliefs and convictions. You can only blame God for
having given me this frame of mind from my very youth, and actually, quite tangibly, repeatedly
validated such stances for truth in my past and through to today.

(Also, on a more technical side, could you start your present reply statements with a readily
identifiable marker like a double asterisk [**] This will help in readily identifying them. Thank
You. I have used [- - ] here)

The masculine participle is there!! It does not go away.

--To say that “The masculine participle is there!! It does not go away” is actually a circular
argument. It would not “be there” if grammarians had instead opted for the neuters.

A neuter singular in Matt is hardly a plural armies!. 

--The “abomination event” is indeed neuter. The instruments that effectuate it is plural as
allowed by an Absolute Participle. GGBTB, 654.

And you are assuming that AD 70 is being described,

--Not an assumption. Just seeing the fulfillment of a significant part of Christ’s prophecy.

but Matt puts the Gt Trib not in AD 70.

--When Matthew’s, Mark’s and Luke’s account are considered together as they should be, a
tribulation in AD 70 was indeed fulfilled by this prophecy of Christ.

Ronald, are you saying that all those grammarians and commentaries did not understand a
masculine participle?  The abomination goes with its own adjective, the participle in this
case.
You are not making any sense grammatically to me and I think others.

--The are many ways that a participle can function in NT Greek Syntax. I see that a Nominative
Absolute Participle of Means, best fits this context. If that choice is different than all
grammarians and commentaries, than so be it. That can happen when there are actually many
possible options as here. One has to choose the one that exegetically best fits the context.

But "the most abhorring part" No one else imagines this as the right translation do they?
Are you saying that no one in the history of exegesis has claimed what you claim about a
plural for the singular participle?

--[Already explained.] Again the “no one in history” argument does not begin to make me cower.
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I find my strength and confidence in verified facts and truth, not popular opinion.

But have you been peer reviewed on this: Who else so translates? Is there anyone?

--The exegesis for this translation is fully documented in my book, citing especially IBHS.

But we have the prince and people whose end is to come and so the masculine refers to the
closest antecedent and not to the plural city and sanctuary. It seems to me you are breaking
too many rules here> But who else has your translation?

--The “prince” has already been explained as Jesus the Ruler of the Jewish people.

--As already explained, the “end” refers more specifically to ‘the end of war caused by the people
which is going to result in the destruction of the Temple and the City.’

--As I have shown in my book that Dan 9:27 is actually a repetition of Dan 9:26 with more
elaboration and detail, as common in Hebrew, the searching for the reference point for this place
(and not “antecedent” as for a person) is done by a parallel clausal comparison of Dan 9:26 with
Dan 9:27 and not by a linear search. As Israel’s theology shows (e.g., 1 Kgs 9:7-9; 1 Sam 4:21,
22), if the sanctuary (i.e., the “house of God”)  became desolate, i.e., void of the presence of God,
everything else was doomed, including the city. That is how Jesus also say it when He said:
“your house is left unto you desolate.” (Matt 21:13, 23:38).

Because you start by putting the Gt Trib in AD 70 and that is the assumption which does
not work since the parousia happens immediately after the GT trib and signs following
(matt 24:29ff)

--Again fully possible through partial fulfillments.

What is "spiritual" about "immediately after"  in Matt?

--Frankly, whatever God decides. 
--Still, the predicted destruction and relatively great tribulation had a fulfillement. Just ask any
Jew today when they suffered their greatest calamity as a nation, they all point to the destruction
in 70 A.D. even by passing the calamites of WWII, for the lost of their National and Spiritual
refuges and cornerstones in 70 A.D. paved the way for such future events at the hands of others.

But you have not explained the plain chronological markers "immediately after"
Have you read WBC on Matt 24? I say this because he avoids futurism only by saying that
Matthew got it wrong!  You are not open to that of course.

--There are indeed two polar opposites in this discussion and both of them are void of the
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spiritual element, only seeking a literalness. Hence on one side the “Matthew got it wrong” claim
and on the other the “it must not have been fulfilled at all”. However when the fully allowable,
partial fulfillment is factored in there is no contradiction or error. Again this “immediateness”
was not fulfilled in the “here and now” fulfillment, for whatever reason God saw. I believe He
allowed it to be stated by Jesus and written by Matthew in the case that it was actually needed.
Suppose the Roman had decided to completely annihilate both Jews and Christians, such events
may have caused the end to come then. It thus would have served as a sign of deliverance for
God’s faithful people. However God was able to work through a quite temperate and fair Titus
and the Roman Empire at that time of Great conflict, and such a drastic action was not needed.
Like I said before, Jesus’ “quick/swift” coming can occur at any time when He sees fit. That is
why it is always presented as being imminent throughout the Bible.

You are theorizing and not dealing with the texts!
Please explain "immediately after" and how can this fit with AD 70?

--I am not “theorizing” here. The Bible is clear that there is no longer an ethnic people, national
city or literal temple in the New Covenant. All and any believers are from then on ‘descendants
of Abraham and heirs according to the promise.’ (Gal 3:29) Therefore all of the prophecies and
promises in the OT, including Zech 12:3, are applied spiritually to the NT Church and this is
what is done ca. 70% of the time in the book of Revelation alone. That is my pattern for
understanding OT passages and not the spiritually void and ultra literalness of Dispensationalism
and Futurism.

"the most abhorring part" is not in the biblical text anywhere.  Again, who supports you in
this?

--[Already explained]

Then why does Paul speak about THE temple of God?

--The Global Christian Church is “the Temple of God” in the New Covenant. (Eph. 2:19-21). 
The article here is not pointing to a physical building, but is only being specific. So it is here
referring to that spiritual temple, I.e., the lawless one will set up its seat in the Christian Church,
the NT Temple of God. Also, with the law inscribed on the heart of every believer instead of on
two table in an ark, in a physical sanctuary, the believers as individuals also are major parts of
this NT Temple (1 Cor 3:16, 17; 2 Cor 6:16).

Jesus referred to the ABOM  as one item.

--That is, first of all, if Jesus actually said these words in Matt and Mark, for He more than likely
spoke the Olivet discourse once, and then the Gospel writers paraphrased him with Luke’s
apparently being the original/verbatim account. Still, “abomination” is a Jewish loaded/technical
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expression, just like the American political term “filibuster.” If you use “filibuster” in a statement
to a non-American, they may have no idea what you are talking about. However if you refer to it
by its meaning of ‘a deliberatively long obstructional speech’ then they’ll understand. The fact is
that “abomination” is any “most abhorring thing” to God whatever that may be. This would not
be the first time that a Hebrew/Greek term is expressed in English using more than one
translational, or even explanative words. Just look in e.g, the NASB Bible margins.

It is an accusative in Matt 24 as the direct object. No possible difficulty here.

--Again a circular statement as there are other possible parsing alternatives.

It is a direct object "when you see the A of D:
Who supports you in your notion that this is not an accusative?

--Could easily be an absolute: “when you see the most abhorring part of the desolation that was
spoken by the prophet Daniel... (by means of the Roman armies surrounding Jerusalem)...”
(synoptic paraphrase)

Matthew simply modifies the neuter noun with a neuter adjective.

--Again, that is only one of three possibilities here. No concord is require with an absolute
construction.

Again, the text is clear in Dan and allows no gap after the end ot eh 1260 period.

--Already explained. There is the mention of a judgement Dan 7:26, which is elaborated on by
the time and action of Day of Atonement Judgement/Cleansing in Dan 8:14. (See Goldstein,
1844 Made Simple.)

So we are agreed that Dan12:2 refers only to a future GT Trib?

--Looking back into history and not seeing a physical resurrection of the dead as stated here I say
yes it is to be fulfilled in the future. Notice that Daniel 12:1 is alluding to judgement actions, e.g.,
“standing up,” “records books,” “names found written” as supported by other scriptures that
make similar mention of these judgement terms. Hence a judgement takes place before this Great
Endtime Tribulation.

Futurism of the type I am explaining is loud and clear in Irenaeus and other early premills.

--As the historical fulfillment of prophecies allow, it is as the prophesied event were being
fulfilled that they were then discerned by perceptive and faithful Christians. No doubt Irenaeus
(2nd Century) had his interpretive views. In fact, Alcazar and Ribero used such earlier writings to
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corroborate their prophetic methods. However when clear, contemporary fulfillments were seen
in the heretical and persecutive actions of the Catholic Church (=Revelation’s “Babylon”), a new
movement was born, by the many reformers, based on these conclusive, contemporary
fulfillements, along with an understanding that prophecies also had an historical aspect to them.
Again truth is not determined by popularity or even age, but indeed by what is true, and in this
case it was the fulfillment of prophecies right before the very eyes of these Bible-only believers,
hence the need of the Universal Church then to find any other way but this, of seeing things.

Yes, but we do the same!  But keep an eye on what others have said too.

--I guess this can only be verified by the actual truth in what is then upheld and proclaimed.

You are (may I say) awfully long: 

--As I have repeatedly said, the historical understanding is indeed quite an involved topic for it
takes into consideration the entire Bible and its spiritual applications, and ongoing history. In
comparison, the literalness of Dispensationalism is like a mindless, “meatless” and non-sequitur,
Dr. Seuss-like tale in its self-insistent, infantile simple-mindedness. (Heb 5:11-14). The
prophecies of the Bible have been deliberately encrypted, sealed and “signified” (Dan 12:3; Rev
1:1) by the Heavenly Intelligence so that only the Biblically “wise”, and those in the end who
will “seek to advance” will have spiritual insight into them. (Dan 12:3-4). Like I said before it, a
proper theological/doctrinal foundation is first and foremost needed to readily discern the
determinative issues that are inherent in them, and the warnings against apostasies from these
truths that is contained in their encrypted messages. The Dispensationalist view, and its cognates,
insist on a one-dimensional view of strict literalness. However these prophecies are more than
literal, they are also spiritual, especially in the light of the pivotal “ecclesiastical” overturn that
took place with the Jewish nation at Christ’s first advent. Therefore Bible prophesies also have
the added dimensions of Theology/Doctrine, including the overarching, behind-the-scenes, Great
Controversy between Good and Evil, all tangibly played out as History has unfolded.

What is so difficult about "immediately after"

--[Explained above] 

It cannot refer to a Gt Trib which is over in AD 70.
Or do you think that the GR Trib has been going on continuously since AD 70?

--[Explained above] 70 A.D. was a partial fulfillment, stopped as God saw fit.

There is no such phrase as Abhorring event!  You have not given any support for this.

--[Explained above] 
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Becomes desolate?? The very is "causing desolation": you have disregarded the tense of the
very here.

--This statement of yours “the very” is unclear to me. Please elaborate.

--Something ‘being transformed into another state’ as the “mem” prefix also allows involves a
“becoming”. Forceful transformation is also inherent to the Poel/Polel stem (based on the Piel
stem). Again fully documented in my book, citing mainly IBHS. 

Again, have profs in colleges been able to review your points here?

--No response yet from Daniel Wallace and Bruce Waltke. However, if it means anything to you,
I had earlier posted my findings on Mar 13:14 and Dan 9:26b to the b-greek and b-hebrew
mailing list. No comments thus far. I really don’t expect one for, in my experience, I have
repeatedly seen that when some people cannot refute something they vexatiously simple give it
the silent treatment. 

--Interestingly enough, the reason why I undertook this initial book on Daniel’s 70 weeks myself
was because my college professors refused to further the initial findings that I had found,
ironically enough to the very questions that I had asked them and which they could not answer.
As professors, I was hoping to get the work done faster by submitting my findings to them, yet
they refused to do the work. Got the same reaction from seminary professors. So I undertook to
write the book myself, on my own education time and at my full college campus expenses. When
I was done with a first draft of the manuscript, I submitted it to a professor of Daniel, however
for some reason he never got back to me on it.  All of these odd reactions are quite strange and
quite telling. All evidently based upon a vexed pride if you ask me for who wants to learn from a
student.

Are you college trained in the biblical langauges?   You seem to be rather isolated from the
academy in this regard.

--I have done most of my Biblical Language studies on my own using the most advanced
resources. Many times, I have done studies beyond what had already been done. If I am isolated it
is thus solely because my studies are indeed more advanced than what they themselves have
known.

Thanks, but please be shocked that no grammarian is going to say that it is a masculine
PLURAL!

--Still this would not be a grammatical choice, but an interpretative one. I.e., one that best
supports a pet doctrine. Again because of Luke’s contemporary, parallel and plain statement
account, I know that I am on solid ground here. 
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That should give pause for possible revision.

--Disprove that Matt 24:15-Mark 13:14-Luke 21:20 are speaking of one and the same thing and
you will have destroyed my underlying exegetical support in this harmonization here

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 20, 2010

Just a further clarification to apparently your objection/question here:

February 20, 2010

Becomes desolate?? The very is "causing desolation": you have disregarded the tense of the
very here.

The word “become”, though it may seem periphrastic, was mentioned in the translation here to
reflect the participial aspect of the Hebrew expression. It is indeed indicating the enduring nature
of the “desolation”. As the rest of the verse shows, this place was to ‘already be desolate even
before its utter end.’ (Matt 23:38)

Again please explain you "the very" statement. There appears to be a typo/omission here.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 22, 2010
Thanks, Ronald, the verb is what I meant (aplogies).
"He comes desolating" (m'shomem) points to the person desolating and thus Mark 13:14.
You must produce some succinct support for your assertion that a neuter singular
Bdelugma can be modified by a plural neuter!   Are you so sure that all the main
grammarians like Robertson, Blass de Bruner, etc. etc, have got this wrong?
In order to convince, just please cite me examples of a participle in the neuter plural
modifying a singular neuter noun?
It seems to me that you are asking grammarians to believe the impossible here.
Thanks,
Anthony.
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February 22, 2010
Ronald, I think we all allow for different fulfilments of some prophecies.  But you have not
explained.
"when you see the Abom..... Great tibulation.   Immediately after that Gt Tribulation,, the
Parousia.
Your system does not seem to deal with that simple outline,
Obviously a great Trib in AD 70 does not fit at all,
BTW do you define the Gospel as the Gospel about the Kingdom, as Jesus preached it.
Dispensationalists seem to lose that Gospel and say it was for Jews only!
A systematic error.

Response

Hello Anthony,

[Reply to 2 emails]
The verb is "causing desolation": you have disregarded the tense of the verb here.

As this is a Piel family stem here and not a Hiphil the meaning is not causative “causing” but
“forcefully/directly making.” This would thus make the “desolation” of the Temple entirely
attributable to someone other than “the people of the Ruler” (not an “army”) however verse 26
shows that it is the people who cause this destruction.  (Also soldiers do not cause destruction,
but make it). 

Furthermore, the word “desolation” does not refer to physical destruction, but to a degree of
“cessation and/or emptying”. Horbah refers to physical destruction. Also “desolation” is
inherently a stative thus describing a state and not an activity.

"He comes desolating" (m'shomem) points to the person desolating and thus Mark 13:14.

Where is the corroborating (masculine) person in Mark 13:14 where it but for an assumption of a
masculine (i.e., person) there? This is therefore a circular conclusion as: ‘Dan 9:27 is a person
because of Mark 13:14 and Mark 13:14 is a person because of Dan 9:27'.
 
As many commentators point out “desolation” is never employed in reference to the activity of a
person. (Owusu-Antwi, 328-329; Bevan, A Short Commentary on Daniel, 160, 161, Farris, The
Formative Interpretation of the Seventy Weeks of Daniel, 360, 361).

You must produce some succinct support for your assertion that a neuter singular
Bdelugma can be modified by a plural neuter!   Are you so sure that all the main
grammarians like Robertson, Blass de Bruner, etc. etc, have got this wrong?
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I have explained before that since my use here is an ad sensum use solely due to Luke’s neuter
plural “armies” and also since it is a Absolute Participle, strict grammatical concord is not
required. That is a perfectly acceptable Greek Syntax provision. I also have explained that, as it is
fully allowed with an Absolute, it does not have to be referring to the grammatical subject of “an
abomination,” but the logical one of “armies.”

In order to convince, just please cite me examples of a participle in the neuter plural
modifying a singular neuter noun?

As explained above, this is not here actually required. You actually have to disprove why Luke’s
explicitly stated “armies”, which is quite evidently covered up by Matt and Mark is not the
logical subject of this abomination event.

It seems to me that you are asking grammarians to believe the impossible here.

When you think about it actually, the actual impossibility here is disregarding Luke’s parallel-
text neuter plural of “armies” and instead seeing a masculine singular which is suppose to be a
single person, based on the interpretation of a remote, OT prophetic passage. Your conclusion is
entirely an assumption and has much less grammatical/syntactical/contextual support.

But you have not explained. "when you see the Abom..... Great tibulation.   Immediately
after that Gt Tribulation,, the Parousia.
Your system does not seem to deal with that simple outline,
Obviously a great Trib in AD 70 does not fit at all,

I actually have. Repeatedly. While the prophecy did speak of the Second Coming occurring at
this time, God did not effectuate it for reasons He only knows. Perhaps, the Church then had not
fulfilled their mission or were not ready for Christ coming so it was postponed. Such change of
plans are perfectly allowable. (See Jer 18). E.g., it is said, as you are probably aware, that the
Israelites would spend 400 years in Egypt, however they actually spent 430 years. Why? Because
Moses killed an Egyptian when he started to become aware of his delivering mission, but thus
stepped out of God’s plan and had to flee to the desert for 40 years until the Pharaoh who wanted
to kill him died. Thus he disrupted God’s timing.

I also do not think it is an accident that the prophecies of Revelation were given after the fall of
Jerusalem in the 90 A.D. It may very well have been a delayed Plan B. Again, Christ Second
coming is imminent, to be fulfilled whenever it is that He sees that the Gospel work has fully
been done on earth, and when it truly is done, you can expect that all stated prophetic
development will also be fulfilled as “planned.”

Still in the historical fulfillment of that prophecy, these signs in the heavens and signs of the end
where all occurred in the days following the great historical tribulation (i.e., the persecution of
faithful Christians e.g., the Waldenses, Huguenots, Reformers etc.)
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BTW do you define the Gospel as the Gospel about the Kingdom, as Jesus preached it.
Dispensationalists seem to lose that Gospel and say it was for Jews only!
A systematic error.

I see absolutely no Biblical reason to classify the Gospel into distinct theological messages. They
all relate to New Covenant believers. The only difference that is seen in them is the natural one in
that they are tailored to speak to, and of things, pertinent to their target audience. Therefore they
can also have different ways of relating the same thing. E.g., if you were to speak to a Jewish
audience about the Gospel, I am sure you would use passages and terms that they would easily
relate to. So this is indeed a “systematic error”, one that literally damages their entire system of
theology.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

It must also be pointed out in perfect agreement with the Biblical three-part fulfillment of
prophecy (cf. Matt 24:3) in regards to Christ Olivet discourse that :

(1) a literal Jerusalem was destroyed in the “Here and Now” fulfillment (= “these things” i.e., the
just stated utter physical destruction)
(2) literal signs in the heavens occurred in the historical fulfillment (= “signs of Christ’s
coming”)
(3) The Second Coming (parousia) will occur in the eschatological fulfillment (= “the
end/consumation of the age”)

As stated before when once these prophetic predictions have been fully/literally fulfilled they do
not again have to be literally fulfilled in a future type of fulfillement. They instead could be
fulfilled spiritually.

So, contrary to what you evidently believe, all elements did not have to be literally fulfilled in the
70 A.D. event for the prophecy to have been partially fulfilled

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 23, 2010
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Hello Anthony

--Judging from your re-asked questions here and from the fact that you actually responded to 2 of
my 3 prior emails, prior to these, you probably did not receive my first email on Friday: “Defense
on various points”. So I have submitted it again. (See below) If you still have questions then,
after reading it, let me know.

I would say that verb means "he comes desolating"

--This is one of three possible readings. Cf. Waltke and O’Connor 90 [5.6b]

The he is singular, then. the ruler is the last mentioned antecedent. "On the wings of
abominations he comes desolating? (so Keil). What possible objection can there be to this?

--[See the re-submitted email] - Kenap is more accurately “an extremity”. From the context that
ruler would have to be Jesus Christ, and not an imposed, supposed antichrist.

Or if you prefer, the people come desolating

--As an inherent stative “Desolating as an activity” would not be a proper understanding here.
“The People” are only involved in the causation, and not the effectuating of this destructions.
Why would they literally engage in physically destroying their own city and temple?

Below, I have read you carefully but it is not sensible to say that a plural participle
modifies a singular noun!  It is quite unnatural and unnecessary not to allow Mark to say
what he wants to say and he had place a masculine singular participle with the neuter
noun..

--[Addressed in re-submitted email]

When some later MSS tried to correct this to a neuter they did not think of a plural to go
with a singular noun!

--With ad sensum readings, this does not actually prove or disprove anything, just a personal
choice of theirs.

And you have not explained "the temple of God" in II Thess.
What does Paul mean by THE temple here?

--[Addressed in re-submitted email]

I fully grant the armies in Luke, but Luke is looking at the outward arrival armies and
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Matt and Luke describe the same event as a singular desolation.

--The arrival of the enemy armies are the “most abhorring part of the desolation” and not the
desolation itself.

So my point to you is this: Who else ever tried to read the estkota as a neuter plural in
Mark 13:14.
Have you found a witness for this?

--[Already responded to in re-submitted email]

As to the Gospel, I am talking about the content of the Gospel as the Gospel about the
Kingdom.
This is THE Gospel throughout the NT (including the death and res of course).

--Not all of the Gospel recount the exact same events so evidently some editorial preference was
involved in preparing them, probably based on what would be most significant to their intended
audience.

Below you speak of a delay, but the text says nothing about this.

--As I said, the delay was caused by “on-the-ground” developments and circumstances. Quite
possible, even in time predictions/prophecies, as my example showed. All part of the Biblically
accurate view of “God’s Foreplanning.”

Why not apply the great tribulation to the great tribulation of Dan 12;2 and then it is
clearly an event close to the future resurrection, and not in AD 70.

--Because the Bible does not teach only strict, single, literal fulfillments. Spiritual fulfillments
are quite possible. It all depends on how things turn out in time,  for man, even believers, have
complete free will to obey or not obey God.

if we agree a typical, preliminary fulfilment in AD 70 you have not explained the Great
Tribulation which is to be followed by the literal Parousia (Matt 24:29-31).

--I have addressed this before. Also above. Partial fulfillments does mean that they can end their
fulfillment at any applicable point in the prophecy, here it was right after the Great Tribulation in
the 70 A.D. destruction.

You say "spiritual" and I don't know what you intend.

--Spiritual fulfilment means a fulfillment through Biblically derived types . E.g., Temple = the
NT Church. GT = religious persecution and time of trouble, etc., That is how, especially, the
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book of Revelation has been “signified”. But of course Dispensationalists refuse to see beyond a
literal reading so, e.g., ‘the Battle of Armageddon will literally take place in the valley of
Meggido.’

SO: What event is the great tribulation (24:29) followed immediately by signs and the
Parousia?

--As I showed, each of these component have and will be fulfilled literally at various points in
history and not in strict immediate sequence.

This has not happened has it?

--The Second Coming has indeed not happened.

Are you using the word Parousia to refer to AD 70?

--No. There was no parousia in 70 A.D. There has also not been a spiritual fulfillment of this
event. In all prophecies, it is, as it were, the ultimate of fulfillments.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 23, 2010

Ronald, It is frankly not so easy to follow you!
You say you have not been trained and supervised in a theological college. This can be a
disadvantage.

The only way I can deal with this is with a one line answer!
1) Please tell me about the Gt Tribulation in Dan 1`2:2. Where does this fit in your scheme?

 .
2) I see that you write below that no one has agreed with you about the imported plural
participle in Mark 13:14..
I very much doubt if anyone could imagine this. Should it not be given up, therefore?

The crucial word "immediately after"  (Matt 24:29) seems not to be in your scheme.

What about the restoration of Israel in Acts 1:6?   This is not the church.
Anthony.
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Anthony,

Each and every one of these points have been addressed in previous emails. Check them for the
answer.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

Hello Anthony,

Here are my current findings which I was working on when I received your 03:31 P.M. email. I
am now working on your latest email.

Daniel Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics, 330 says that ad sensum constructions also
involves number, though rarely, and not just gender.

Did an internet search for NT Greek Ad Sensum to see if anyone else had undertook this intricate
study and came across some corroborating examples.

Luke 2:13 - both participles “praising” and “saying” referring to either the feminine singular
“heavenly host” (=army) or the neuter singular “multitude” are masculine plurals.

(It appears that a more accurate translation of stratopedön in Luke 21:20 is legions or (military)
camps, i.e., army divisions.)

Rev 5:12 - Word Biblical Commentary: The masc. pl. nom. ptcp legontes, “chanting,” is an
anacolouthon (a Hebraism), since grammatically it should modify the noun phönën, “voice,” in
5:11, and so should have the form legousan (fem. sing. acc. ptcp)

-If an “anacolouthon (a Hebraism)” then it would be the same as Matthew and Mark (Peter’s)
substituting “abomination” for “army divisions”

See also Rev 19:6 WBC

Col 3:16 -word (nom sg.) You (dat pl.) neither one concords in either case or number with nom.
plur. participles “teaching” or “admonishing”.

LXX Gen 15:1 “the words” (plur) and “saying” (sing).

See also this b-Greek discussion which speak or reconciling a sing/plural mismatch through an ad
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sensum understanding

http://lists.ibiblio.org/pipermail/b-greek/2008-August/047380.html

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 23, 2010

Here are the responses to your latest email:

Matt 24, Luke 21 and Mark 13 are obviously parallels. The question is not about 70 as it
turns out, because the question in each case is about the Parousia which was not as it turns
out in AD 70. Exegesis begins by comparing the questions and seeing that they each amount
to the same point: "When is the end of the age" (not AD 70).

--Matt 24:1-3=Mark 13:1-4=Luke 21:5-7 clearly shows that the disciples only had in mind the
predicted destruction of the temple which they evidently assumed would mean the end of all
things and thus Christ’s return. Jesus then proceeded to relate the signs that would indicate that
this destruction was near.

Jesus did not know how long the interval would be.

--Probably not. However, as this began to occur in AD 66 some 35 years after Christ’s prediction
and saw a partial fulfillment with the 70 AD destruction, some 39 years after Christ’s prediction,
that generation living when Christ made his prediction indeed did not pass away before it
occurred, even if partially. If the destruction had occurred some 100 years later than that would
not have been the case.

He simply elaborates the pattern given in Daniel.

--Jesus did indeed specified some of these predictions particularly the destruction predicted in
Dan 9:26b and 27b.

Gr Trib prompted by A of D..  Immediately after the GT Trib (immediately after) the 
Parousia will happen.
This is simple and makes the A of D not a sign in AD 70 which was not a sign of the
Parousia.

--Obviously you do not believe in a partial fulfillment here. This is where we will have to differ
for, as repeatedly shown, such partial fulfillments are perfectly in agreement with Biblical
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teaching and precedence.

Keil is right.  The kizto applies to the end of the prince or his people, and that did not
happen in AD 70. It is your avoidance of the end of the prince or people which is misleading
you.

--You’ll have to explain how my tens of initial emails along with a PDF exposition on Dan 9:26b
is an “avoidance” of this issue?!? My indepth exegetical studies have revealed absolutely no
reason  to view that Kitzo is referring to the prince, or even the people themselves. Therefore I
am not misled, but stand on demonstrated exegetical grounds. It is actually you who has avoided
exegesis so that you can hang on to your externally imposed prophetic suppositions.

Ad 70 is not the Parousia and there was no A of D then and no Gt Trib.

--Only according to you “all-or-nothing” prophetic fulfillment theory.

UNLESS of course you say that the Gt Trib began in AD 70 and has been going on
continuously ever since--- but I doubt you think that,

--There is no need for such a conclusion. It would only be required if I also subscribed to an “all-
or-nothing” approach and claimed a fulfillment of the Olivet discourse here. You are simply here
projecting you prophetic theory beliefs upon my view. I have found no Biblical support for it.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 23, 2010

It is your avoidance of the end of the prince or people which is misleading you.

Upon rereading your remark here I assumedly understand your “avoidance” comment here. It is
just that I didn’t expect you, a Hebrew teacher, to consider the contributions of Hebrew syntax to
be an “avoidance.” (Also in the light of your constant repetitions of already answered questions, I
was led to believe that this was also another instance of this.) Fact is both “the prince” and “the
people in themselves” are refuted by Hebrew Syntax and my conclusion of ‘the end caused by the
people’ is both syntactically and contextually conclusive. If you want to refute it, refute the
supporting referenced IBHS recent studies vs. Keil and Delitzch 125 year old limited studies.

Ronald Monestime
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njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 24, 2010

Hi, and thanks.
I trust you will not object to my observations.
The examples you cite do not bear on a singular noun bdelugma, abomination.

What you must do is find a single commentator who agrees that one can import a plural
participle to modify a single noun like bdelugma-- a noun which is not a collective like
multitude (containing many).,
Where is your authority for the idea that the participle (estekota) is masc plural in Mark
13:14?
Please quote one for that verse.
(just a tiny point but you write below "see if anyone else had undertook this intricate
study."
Did you catch the error in your English?!
I am only trying gently to suggest that you are not likely to be better in grammar than the
RV and many modern translations and the major commentaries.
The HE in Mark in a singular masculine.
This means rethinking your reading of the Olivet discourse!

That is true, they obviously have in mind the Parousia and Jesus did not correct this
presumption!

But you have not described the chronological position of the A of D in Daniel which is the
basis of Jesus' prediction

Except that very noted Hebraists disagree with you!  Including my own prof at the Hebrew
University.

Tell me about the A of D in Dan. 12:2. Was that in AD 70?

Thanks, but you must show how Keil is wrong!
But your mistake, as I think, in Mark 13:14 is the problem.
Please quote me a  source which imagines that estekota is a masculine plural participle in
Mark 13:14.
Then I am listening! I mean expressly in Mark 13:14.

Can you do it?
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I am surprised you think Brown, Driver and Briggs , Montogomery ICC etc are wrong in
Dan. 9:26b.

February 24, 2010

[Response to all three emails]

I trust you will not object to my observations.

--Upon reading, as there are reasons to object, then I certainly do!

The examples you cite do not bear on a singular noun bdelugma, abomination.

--This conclusion is inaccurate. Despite being of collective, the noun in Luke 2:13 is still an ad
sensum of number. That is the whole point of such non-grammatical understandings. Even
collective nouns normally fully accord with related grammatical units. Which is why, when they
don’t it is rightly flagged as an ad sensum reading.

--In the other examples:
Rev 5:12 - voice is singular
Rev 19:6 - voice is singular
Col 3:16 - word is singular
Gen 15:1 - words is plur. participle is sing.

--Further more, again, as the nom. plural participle for Mark 13:14 is an Absolute Participle, it
does not have to take into consideration a grammatical subject at all, but the logical one =
“legions/army divisions” of Luke 21:20.

What you must do is find a single commentator who agrees that one can import a plural
participle to modify a single noun like bdelugma-- a noun which is not a collective like
multitude (containing many).,

--The applicability of this absolute ad sensum does not actually depend upon popular opinion, but
on whether or not the “understood sense” logically fits in the overall context, and if this is all
permissible by rules of syntax. My conclusion of the nom. plural for Mark 13:14 passes both of
these tests. 

Where is your authority for the idea that the participle (estekota) is masc plural in Mark
13:14?
Please quote one for that verse.

--[Already addressed and answered in prior emails]
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(just a tiny point but you write below "see if anyone else had undertook this intricate
study." Did you catch the error in your English?!

–That was actually just a slight, “heat of the moment” error. Probably would have picked it up in
subsequent proofread, if it had been done. Correction: undertaken.

I am only trying gently to suggest that you are not likely to be better in grammar than the
RV and many modern translations and the major commentaries.

--I hope you don’t determine facts by such trivial errors. However you are free to do so if you
need such “straw-man” arguments to actually defend the validity of your views.

--It is however quite pertinently telling to me that you, as a Hebrew teacher, cannot actually refute
my exposition on Dan 9:26b with valid linguistic/grammatical/syntactical counter arguments, if
any!?!

The HE in Mark in a singular masculine.

--Only according to your, actually now proven to be a “private”, understanding. Thorough
Biblical exegesis disproves this.

This means rethinking your reading of the Olivet discourse!

--Thanks, but I’ll read it how the harmonized parallel Gospels account of it indicate, and
understand its fulfillment in the full light of all that the Bible actually has to offer in such matters
of prophecy.

That is true, they obviously have in mind the Parousia and Jesus did not correct this
presumption!

--That is because there was the possibility that it would have been fulfilled as strictly stated here,
but circumstances later resulted in only the destruction of the temple and city to be literally
fulfilled then.

But you have not described the chronological position of the A of D in Daniel which is the
basis of Jesus' prediction

--I have solid Biblical reasons to believe that Jesus was specifically referring to the most
abhorring thing in the desolation spoken in Dan 9:26b & 27b. You have obviously wrongly
assumed that all the mention of “abomination” and/or “A of D” in the Bible can only refer to one
thing; however it can manifest itself in many different ways and at any given time. Dealing with
such strict literalist view void of Biblical spiritual applicability is like trying to make some
understand the inherent variableness of Calculus. The Bible is not limited to strict, literal
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fulfillments.

--You vehemently claim that you are not a Dispensationalist however you obviously believe that
future prophecies will be literally fulfilled with a literal Israel and a literal Jerusalem. That is
textbook, fundamental Dispensationalism!

Except that very noted Hebraists disagree with you!  Including my own prof at the Hebrew
University.

--Your professor is free to disagree with me if he chooses to. The real issue/question is can he
disprove me! 

You and/or your professor can limit their understanding of Biblical Hebrew to 19th century
studies if you so insist. I’ll incorporate the latest contributions, including computerized studies,
from recent years,  as shown in what is a default textbook in most Bible Colleges and Seminaries
in IBHS. 

Tell me about the A of D in Dan. 12:2. Was that in AD 70?

--Already have in many prior emails.

Thanks, but you must show how Keil is wrong!

--Already have in my PDF exposition on Dan 9:26b.

But your mistake, as I think, in Mark 13:14 is the problem.

--Not a mistake according to my exegetically valid understanding.

Please quote me a  source which imagines that estekota is a masculine plural participle in
Mark 13:14.
Then I am listening! I mean expressly in Mark 13:14.
Can you do it?

--[Already addressed and answered in prior emails]

I am surprised you think Brown, Driver and Briggs , Montogomery ICC etc are wrong in
Dan. 9:26b.

--Simple. If I  found exegetical reasons to disagree with any commentator, including those in my
own denomination, then I simply did and followed the more Biblically accurate view. Biblical
truth is not to be overruled by such, effectively, fraternity club-like rules and mindless deference.
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Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 25, 2010

Response to your comments:

Thanks, but I will persist: The RV, and the many other translations which confirm what I
say here, is hardly private!  

–As usual, when your recent supposedly supporting arguments have been proving to also be
baseless, you still illogically hark back to your initial understanding which had depended of these
subsequent, now disproven, supporting arguments!?! But anyone knows that just persistently
repeating something over and over does not transform it into a conclusive/verified fact. And if
you are just going to base your view on what translations say then none of the current major
English translations have seen a masculine “HE” in Mark 13:14. 

I don't think you have looked at the modern commentaries

--Commentators also vary on this point and those who see a “HE” do so based on a prophetic ad
sensum understanding and have wrongly not taken Luke 21:20 into consideration. Such purely
contextually “selectivism” constitute “private” interpretations.

--Again I rightly challenge commentators first here on purely exegetical grounds and not on their
private prophetic understanding. So the arguments that ‘this must be a person because of some
“Jewish antichrist belief”’ is of absolutely no consequence to me. Jesus’s own statement is
paramount. (Luke 21:20). Truth is not arrived at by such popular opinion.

and probably not at the standard grammars on this point.

--I actually have. It is you who wants to believe that I have not. And what is more standard than
Mounce, Stevens, Wallace, Brooks and Winbery. The rules of Greek morphology and syntax
expounded by these standard grammarians fully support my understand here.

--Quite self-evidently, you are actually not even functional in Biblical Greek, nor modern Biblical
Hebrew for that matter. This all reminds me of my former professors who thought and acted as if
Biblical Studies had ceased to advanced beyond their own educational years.

If you can find a single scholar who proposes the amazing idea the estekota is a plural
modifying the neuter bdelugma, I am interested, Otherwise there is no more one can say!
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--Obviously you cannot incorporate the fundamental function of an Absolute Participle and ad
sensum constructions here in this counter-argument because that would defeat your strict
grammatical concord supposition here. So this is actually just a straw-man argument, or better, a
“red herring”.

Please let me know when you someone else says what you say here.

--I surely will, if I remember. Still it will not disprove anything if no one does not.

You are apparently telling us about two different Gt Tribulations!

–Again, letting my own Biblical view actually speak for itself, and not the circular projection of
your understanding - as I have already thoroughly explained there are “multiple possible
fulfillments” here including spiritual ones, of the ‘Great Tribulation upon God’s people’ as
present circumstances dictate!

Jesus knows of only one and it is to be followed immediately by the Parousia.

--This is only true in your quite unbiblical, strict, literal, “all-or-nothing” prophetic theory.

This proves (you want proof) that Jesus was not talking about AD 70 immediately after
which there was no Parousia.

--Not from what I read in the Gospel accounts leading up to the Olivet discourse. Now that’s
irrefutable “proof” for me. Not your opinions based on a spurious theory which have to
completely ignore this fact. 

--The actual (linguistic) counter-argument proof that I was expecting from you for  e.g., Dan 9:26
would be in the form of:

-the prince in Dan 9:26 is a subject, and thus the antecedent because...
-the pronomial suffix is not functioning as a genitive because...
-there is not a definite reference (“this”) in kitzo because...
etc.,

–But obviously you cannot do that, for whatever odd reason(s). Rather you solely want to resort
to the conjectural use of remote context interpretational arguments. I personally do not trust the
judgement or statements of anyone who so allows subjective interpretations to overrule the rules
and provisions of grammar and syntax. (And just to pre-empt a patent, effectively, shallow,
mindless, knee-jerk response of yours here, again, proper Biblical Exegesis and Greek Syntax
fully supports my view on Mark 13:14.)
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Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 25, 2010

Just for reasons of concrete support, what are these “commentaries and grammars” that so
conclusively/strongly support your view. Supposedly, these have much  better arguments than
what you have presented thus far. Name the top 5 from each group.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 25, 2010

[Just for the record here, I had sent prior email before noticing this reply of yours]

Thanks, but below you give away the problem.

--“Give away”??? I have not even tried to hide anything! Unlike, quite evidently, you.

You stand alone against everyone!

--Great! Read through your Bible and you’ll see that this is indeed quite the Biblical norm,
especially when unbiblical traditions, teachings and practices are being upheld. Also ask any of
the Church Reformers. Truth is not determined by popularity.

You are entitled to that.

--And have gladly exercised and concretely maintained it. As Luther said: ‘Show me from
scripture..... (and not spurious “traditions”)’

But more serious is the fact that Jesus knows of ONE Great Tribulation.
You are proposing two!  

--[Already answered] only you misconstrued perception see “two”!

There can only be one unparalleled time unlike nothing before or after..

--Each application of this prediction are indeed unparalleled and never again repeated as such in
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their distinct fulfillments, namely:

1) Utter Physical destruction of temple and city in 70 A.D.
2) persecution and murder of hundred of millions of faithful believers in Church History
3) the prophesied, mental anguish, “Time of Jacob” trouble of end time believers.

You have not detailed how AD 70 immediately followed  (24:29) by the Parousia fits in AD
70.

--[Already addressed]

All you seem to offer is that the event was put off!

--Indeed that is the Biblical (and historical) answer. And just because the Parousia was put off,
that does not mean, as you believe that Jesus did not prophesy of the 70 A.D. utter destruction.

But that makes Jesus untrue. He predicted the Great Tribulation as followed by the
Parousia, immediately. You challenge the master here.

--When the overall theological understanding of Bible Prophecy and God’s Foreplanning is taken
into consideration here, then there is absolutely no contradiction or problem here. Jesus
prophesied in 31 A.D, what He planned/expected to occur in the near future, however
circumstances then at the time of fulfillment, made it that God could not effectuate that prophecy
as entirely planned and it indeed had to be put off. Nothing “antichristic” nor heretical in this
Biblical understanding! (Luke 24:25-27)

--It is rather you who has completely obliterated Christ’s parallel and original statement in Luke
21:20.

Jesus spoke of one Gt Tribulation  (as did Daniel) followed by the Parousia immediately.
That is surely quite simple,

--Indeed... Simple and spiritually non-involved. Just like Dispensationlist love their Dr.Seuss-like
Biblical teachings to be. Because NT Christian are supposed to have been “freed from” any such
religious intricacies as OT writings and peoples were. Just another derivative of a false NT
Covenant understanding.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc
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February 25, 2010

Thanks, is your project representing a denomination?

--Nothing secretive here. [Actually just emailed you with the wrongly selected email account
address.]

--All of my project’s beliefs are stated on its website. It is not a denomination project, particularly
because no denomination currently fully adheres to all of the Biblical beliefs that it espouses.

And do you operate with degrees in theology? 

--As my current SDA Denomination’s theology and derived practical applications, which I knew
was closest to the Bible than any other denomination, did not include all that the Bible truly
teaches in many areas, and thus was relatively, also significantly deficient. I did not waste my
time or money continuing to attend its educational theological institutions. So I actually do not
have a degree effectively proving that I been theologically ingrained in what the Bible actually
does not teach in many areas of teachings.

I ask this only for my own interest, fully respecting the right of private investigation.

--My Biblical research work have for over 12 years now been completely independent of any
denominational institutions.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 25, 2010

Thanks, are you part of a denomination 

Answered in just sent email.

and will you be writing up your work in a book?

Which “work”, and why do you ask?

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
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www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 25, 2010

[By the way, I had previously indicated in an email that I upheld the 7th Day Sabbath as Biblically
valid].

I wondered only if your theory of Matt 24 would appear in a journal or book form for
review.

My book on the 70 Weeks already had included a section for the discussion of the commonly
called “A of D” and so this exegetical view will indeed be included in it. I plan to self-publish
and promote my book and other works as my former professor and friend, the late Dr. Samuele
Bacchiochhi (www.biblicalperspectives.com) had sucessfully done with his 16+ books. 

Perhaps in a journal associated with Sda's.
--Due to some spiritually-based decisions, I deliberately choose to work independently of SDA
institutions and publications. They had their fair chance to do these works but indolently chose to
forbear, at the while still upholding, publishing and teaching blatantly inaccurate things in such
matters. 

--Nothwithstanding, you will more than likely be able to purchase my book from an SDA
bookstore, and targetedly at other Christian bookstores.

--To compensate for a non-use of denominational endorsement, my works, like Dr. Bacchiocchi,
are copiously documented.

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 25, 2010

(just a tiny point but you write below "see if anyone else had undertook this intricate
study." Did you catch the error in your English?! I am only trying gently to suggest that
you are not likely to be better in grammar than the RV and many modern translations and
the major commentaries.

--By the way, I double checked: When a completed action in the past is being referred to as
having already been started and done, “had undertook” is indeed proper English (e.g., do an exact
quote search in Google). And this is precisely what I had in mind. “Had undertaken” implies an
incomplete past started action. So correspondingly based on your own spurious, domino logic, it
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is you who may not be fit to understand Biblical Greek or Hebrew or challenge commentaries!?!

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 25, 2010

Thanks, I suggest, since you are one to deal in the details that Col 2:16, 17 describes the
sabbath as a shadow. It is utterly impossible to subtract the weekly sabbath from the holy
days and new moons.
If you are going to insist on the weekly sabbath, then the new moons are there too!
So what should we do?

I am going to be quite succinct here on this topic, solely because, it is better treated in greater
detail by Dr. Samuele Bacchiocchi in his books which you can access and/or download for free.
See links in this blog post of mine.

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/pleading-proverbs-264-5.html

Several feast days in the Old Testament were observed as the weekly Sabbath Day was. So the
mention here of Sabbath is a reference to such days. That is why word “sabbath days” is plural
and thus is not a specific reference to the distinct and singular weekly Sabbath, ultimately a
memorial of God’s Genesis creation. This Sabbath Day is made part of the Ten Commandment
which endures in validity for Christians today. So it is still valid. Other days that were to be
observed as Sabbath were inscribed on scrolls a part of the temporal and anti-typical Law of
Moses. Christ observed the Seventh Day Sabbath though not the tacked on rules of the Pharisees,
the apostles and NT Church observed it, and many Bible Christians continued to observed it
throughout history. Fact it that the NT Church did not change the Sabbath to Sunday. This change
came after apostolic times, indeed as prophesied. (Dan 7:25) Again see Bacchiocchi books for
more details than this. He also wrote a couple of books on these feasts days for believers today
who want to observe them in a Messianic/Anti-typical New Covenant context. (These PDF book
downloads can be search for key words).

Recently the SDA scholars wrote on another subject "the word ECHAD (one) is essentially
a plural word."

What is this “echad” (which indeed is “a collective one”) in reference to in regard to assumedly
“Wine in the Bible”? And which SDA scholars are you referring to?

Are you seriously suggesting that "had undertook" is correct English.
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Please cite an exact quote.  I am talking about English now.
"Had undertaken" is correct and had undertook is just plain wrong!

-I’ll actually give you the benefit of the doubt here because I am more accustom to hearing and
saying “had undertaken”. The apparently trustworthy professional English literature-related
sources I checked which made use of “had undertook” slightly made me doubt. Apparently it
used to be accepted as proper English in the past.

http://www.dictionaryofarthistorians.org/wealew.htm

http://www.literature.org/authors/holley-marietta/chapter-18.html

Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

February 18, 2010

Daniel B. Wallace

A New Grammatical Identification of participle in Mark 13:14

Hello Daniel Wallace,

How are you? I greatly appreciate your work on Greek Syntax. Quite enlightening. 

For the sake of your time, I’ll get right to the point here and try to present it as succinctly as
possible.

In my studies on Mark 13:14, I have noticed the construction ad sensum belief by interpreters
which is actually determined by a prophetical understanding that this is to be a future antichrist
(masculine) person (e.g., TDNT 1:600). However, upon a more indepth exegetical studies, I have
come to the conclusion that it should instead be a construction ad sensum understanding to
Luke’s parallel account of this statement of Christ which says that this “A of D” is to be the
“Roman armies”, [or more precisely for the Greek term stratopedön = ‘legions or (military)
camps, i.e., army divisions’] (neuter plural - Luke 21:20). Here, succinctly, are my main
supporting points for this understanding, let me know if they are accurate:

Morphologically: Istemi is a (class v-6) mi-declension verb and in the perfect active participle its
inflections are identical in the masculine singular accusative, nominative neuter plural, and
accusative neuter plural. (Cf. Gerald Stevens, NT Greek, 365, 367, Mounce, Morphology, 314,
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315) This therefore, by at least the possible occurrence of construction ad sensum, allows for
either one of these to be applicable.

Contextually: Luke’s account of the Olivet discourse appears to be Christ’s originally
worded/straightforward statement to his disciples. Luke was writing a most personal letter, to a
‘Roman Official’ who evidently was quite sympathetic to Christianity, and quite apparently
wanted to convert to it, (hence this informational history by Luke), and apparently did convert as
the dropping of “Most Excellent” in Luke subsequent letter to him of Acts may suggest (Acts
1:1). Therefore Luke was not afraid to be straightforward with him and relate, verbatim, this most
striking prophetical statement of Christ. On the other hand, it appears that Matthew and Mark
chose to “encrypt” Christ’s plain statement in their more (intended) open letter accounts, written
for Jewish and Roman audiences, respectively, for reasons of not attracting unwanted legal/state
attention to themselves, if they so plainly spoke of the Roman Armies actions against the Jewish
capital city. This encryption is hinted at by the statement “let the reader understand”. (Cf. Paul’s
similar masking in 2 Thess 2:3-7ff speaking of the then ruling Roman Empire that would be
replaced by ecclesiastical (Papal) rulers = Dan. 7:17ff). 

So Mark could just as easily have chosen to encrypt Christ’s (=Luke’s) plain statement of
“(Roman) army division” with the neuter plural estekota.

Also contextually,

-The titular rendition of “Abomination of Desolation” though quite convenient and ingrained by
long time mention, is not a normal/default reading here and would in fact be the only time that
such an ‘article-accusative noun-article-genitive noun’ construction is rendered as a title and not
simply as a regular prose. The expression is indeed specific here as the articles indicate, but is
merely referring to specific/known terms. It is thus solely referring to “the most abhorring part of
the desolation that was spoken by Daniel the prophet.” And this “abomination = most abhorring
part” was ‘the end in an overflowing war and utter physical destruction.’ (Dan 9:26b)
(Interpretative conclusion here from an independently done studied. Available for viewing if
needed) 

-The (anarthrous) “a place (topos) that is holy” (Matt 24:15) could easily include the area just
beyond the walls of Jerusalem which served as an open square where judicial cases where heard
and decided. So it would have been violated by the Roman armies setting up camp, and their
siege works there, starting with the military contingent under Cestus in 66 A.D. (Cf. Philip
Mauro, Seventy Weeks, 94)

Lexically,

-The term “standing” does not only have to describe ‘a physical posture of a person,’ but is also
used to refer to things “being/remaining established, set up” e.g., Matt 12:25, 26; Acts 17:31; cf.
Jos 5:13, 2 Sam 20:12; Isa 17:5, also Tobith 5:4 LXX, even “confirmed” (Matt 18:16)) among
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many more examples).

-In fact, from my studies, the 2nd form for istemi as istano seems to be strictly intended/used for
the sense of “being established” vs. mere “standing (posture).”

Also, syntactically, as your Greek Grammar work shows: 

- The possible nominative case participle can indeed be a constructio ad sensum. (GGBTB, 652)

-As a nominative, it can also be functioning as a Nominative Absolute (nominativus pendens) as
it ‘enunciates the logical, and not grammatical, subject (i.e., the “army divisions” of Luke 21:20)
(GGBTB, 654) = “these ones/them” (the army divisions).

The participle can be a “Participle of Means” in showing ‘by what means’ one would come to
“see the most abhorring part of the desolation spoken by Daniel,” i.e, ‘by the means of them (i.e.
these ones) having been established in a place that is holy|where they should not’ (cf. GGBTB,
652) 

Historically
Jewish Christian were able to escape the siege on Jerusalem by escaping to the transjordanian city
of Pella in northern Perea when they saw the first siege attempt of Cestus that was followed by a
withdrawal, and heed Christ’s instructions in Luke 21:20, 21.

Translation

All these contributing exegetical points lead to the following (new) understanding/translation of
Mark 13:14: 

“When you see the most abhorring part of the desolation that was spoken by the Prophet Daniel
by the means of them (these ones) (i.e., the Roman army division) having been established where
they ought not (i.e., “in a place that is holy” Matt 24:15).

Matthew, probably writing after Mark and using that gospel as a source, also may have further
encrypted that plain statement of Christ by using a neuter singular (thus “it” instead of a plural
“these ones/them”) and then adding the phrase: (“let the reader understand”). He also may have
used the nominative (neuter singular) case for the same syntactical reasons mentioned above. The
plural term “these ones/them” leaving too many hints and “loose ends” could more readily lead to
a questioning of its identifying meaning by authorities.

Let me know what you think of this. If some points need further explanations let me know. I tried
to be as concise as possible in this email.
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Thank You,
Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc

March 23, 2010

Dear Mr. Monestime:

My name is Matt Larsen and I am one of Dr. Daniel B. Wallace’s academic interns. I will
be responding to your email (CC: Dr. Wallace).

The effort you have evinced in your exegesis of this verse is indeed commendable. Your
thesis concerning the parsing of ?st???ta is innovative, though your referent is not (I myself
still believe that taking ?st???ta as a masculine, singular, accusative participle is the most
natural rendering of this phrase). A perusal of the most recent critical commentaries
reveals that most critical scholars understand Mark 13 (particularly vs.14) as referring
some event involving Roman military belligerence.

For Caligula, cf. N.H. Taylor, “Palestinian Christianity and the Caligula Crisis” JSNT
61–62 (1996) 101–24.
For Titus, cf. E. Brandenburger, Markus 13 und die Apokalyptik. FRLANT 13.
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1984) 82.
For the destruction of the temple in 70 CE, cf. R. Pesch, Das Markusevangelium. HTKNT 2
(Freiburg: Herder, 1976) 139–44.
For the occupation of the Zealots near the beginning of the war (winter of 67–68 CE), cf. J.
Marcus, Mark 8–16: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB 27b; New
York: Doubleday, 2009) 890–1.
Many other interpretations could be listed. For a fuller treatment of the viewpoints
concerning the referent of t? ßd????µa t?? ???µ?se?? ?st???ta, cf. Adela Yarbro Collins,
Mark. Hermaneia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 2007) 607–12.

It is questionable at best to assume that Luke wrote the most straightforward account and
Mark (followed by Matthew) ‘encrypted’ Jesus’ apocalyptic message. This seems to go
against the grain of the findings of source critical scholarship of the last century.

It is my own understanding that the historical Jesus was in fact speaking to Roman military
belligerence and Jewish reaction, but what we have in the Synoptic Gospels is a
multifarious concoction of the ipsissma vox than the ipsissma verba of Jesus (heavy on the
vox, in my opinion!). The Markan Jesus was speaking somewhat obscurely of the
apocalyptic end of the age, which, in my opinion, occurs in Mark’s Gospel at the death of
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Jesus (cf. J.B. Green, “The Death of Jesus” in Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels. eds. Joel
B. Green, Scot McKnight, and I. Howard Marshall [Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity,
1992] 158–9). The Lukan Jesus was speaking about the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 CE.
The Matthean Jesus was speaking about of both destruction and later his return.

Much of your work is tenable. I hope my response is helpful to you in some sense. Please let
me know if there is any other way I may be of service to you. I wish you all the best.

 
In Christ,

Matthew D. Larsen

March 23, 2010

Hello Matt Larsen,

Thank you for your detailed response to my email. I appreciate it. The various views from the
referred scholarly works are always helpful. There is however always the danger in modern
scholarship, even in such critical commentaries, of them not having sufficiently (i.e.,
exegetically) first dealt with the actual Biblical text, its context and related Biblical passages, and
jumping off prematurely into external texts understandings and theories in search of interpretive
support.

I understand the gist of your responses and it seems that we agree that Jesus was speaking of a
Roman-Jewish confrontation, probably solely the precise time of that confrontation is at issue.
However here are some further points/replies on where we seem to differ in regards to Mark’s
account of this passage.

First of all, since Matthew has a neuter reading and Luke has a neuter (plural) subject for this
parallel synoptic passage then a neuter reading would be, exegetically speaking, the most natural
reading of the three possible ones for Mark, and not a masculine. That latter choice requires a
subjective, interpretive assumption. Even critical commentators have to make such assumptions
for any identification of this other than the “Roman armies” [or more precisely for the Greek term
stratopedön = ‘legions or (military) camps, i.e., army divisions’].

As for the nominative, it very easily could be understood here as it is naming who Christ’
followers should be looking for, even if it was expressed in a quite normal “syntactically
absolute” phrasing.

I understand the Source Q position, however it is really only a circumstantial theory, and not a
hard fact, i.e. such a Q document has never been produced. It very well may be that the Q source
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is nothing else than what Jesus actually orally expressed, which the Gospel writers related in the
most convenient way to their intended readers. (Somewhat in the same way today that various
(e.g., English) translations/versions of the New Testament have various readings of the same
underlying Greek text.) Relating the exact words of Jesus at later times seems impossible to us in
our day and age, however back in these Bible times where an oral tradition was strong due to
limited accesses to writing reading and even related education, memorizing what someone said,
especially someone as important as Jesus, and then restating it in an exact manner was actually
the default norm. (E.g., the work of the Masoretes in faithfully pointing the Hebrew Bible
consonantal text in relatively recent centuries.) The apostles, disciples and followers of Jesus no
doubt treated His words with the same reverential “Biblical” importance from the start. (This was
not necessary with the actual writings of Paul). So I contrary believe that these Gospel writers
were actually faithful, as much as physically/investigatively possible, to the to the verba of
Christ, rather than merely than His vox. There is too much of a emphasis in modern critical
scholarship to try to understand Bible writers ‘eisegetically,’ i.e, from a present-day context,
rather than from their actual context, which clearly was completely oblivious to any future
developments which have come to quite drastically shape and alter our understandings and
approaches.

Thus, I personally believe that the Gospel writers, who it must be emphasized, did not think that
time would extend much longer beyond their time, if that all, related Christ’s very words in the
context present to them and did not engage in any spiritual/interpretive rendering. (The genius of
God’s Word, i.e., Prophecy, is that it can still be reapplied in latter times, even if then in
matching spiritual understandings. The reason for this is simply because God can
recreate/reorchestrate events and circumstances through the guiding of His Spirit with receptive
Believers, so that prophetically these spoken prophetical words will again have a spiritually
significant application. (Cf. My theologically related blog post on this issue -
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/book-preview-god-all-mighty.html ). )

So in summary, that is why I believe that Mark’s account of Christ’s Words in regards to “the
most abhorring part of the desolation” was also strictly/literally speaking of the physical
destruction that was to come upon Jerusalem, and he thus was referring, in expedient veiled
terms, to the same agents of destruction as spoken of in Luke, namely: ‘divisions of the Roman
army.’

Let me know if you agree or not with this,

God Bless,
Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc
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I believe that Jesus Himself spoke a prophecy that simultaneously addressed the present
circumstances, future [Church] history, an Eschatology with portions tangibly applying to each.
This was in response to the disciples 3-part question. Like in other parts of the Gospels each
gospel writer focused on what was more pertinent to their readers. For Matthew and his Jewish-
Christian audience all three parts were quite pertinent, and probably easily decipherable by them.
Luke probably felt that focusing more on the physical destruction

March 23, 2010

Hello Anthony Buzzard,

My view on Mark 13:14 that was sent to Daniel B. Wallace at the Dallas Theological Seminary,
was finally responded to, however by one of his colleague, Matt D. Larsen . I have forwarded you
a copy here along with my response to it. (Do let me know if you do not want to further hear what
he has to say on this topic. I won’t forward future correspondences with him to you.) You do not
have do make a reply if you don’t want to.

Thanks, 
Ronald Monestime

njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc
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Thanks so much. You see what he says about the participle in Mark 13:14.-- masculine
singular, along with many many commentators as we know.

He does not think a plural participle is right.
Thanks for sharing the info.
in hope,

Anthony.

I did fully notice that, yet in the light of conclusively supporting evidence for my view, I simply
also do not agree with his view either. I'll see how he responds in the future.

Ronald Monestime
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Hello Anthony,

I have recently skimmed through your book “Who is Jesus?” and I must say that you make some
very good points in defense of your position. However in this case again, I think that it is an “all-
or-nothing” approach that is working against you. The case may be that you have actually
underestimated the great depth of Christ’s incarnation to redeem man. Indeed I have seen that
there is quite conclusive Biblical evidence, -mainly in the writings of John, which most probably
were inspired by how he came to see Jesus and who He had been, through the visions of the
Revelation, and also statements of Paul, -that Jesus was indeed God before His incarnation and
sacrificed this aspect of Himself to become one of us. Paul’s statement in Phil 2:5 indeed had
struck me as being incongruent when read with the common view in mind that Jesus still
remained God after his incarnation, however when understood in this light here that He indeed
was God, and thus in a “trans-form(ation)” [=Gr. morphei] of God when on earth, yet chose to
not seek to ‘regain this equality with God but remain humble as a man, even unto death on the
cross’ despite the fact that He evidently easily could have averted it, then this passage makes
perfect, congruent sense.

So in summary, it wasn’t until the Revelation that it was understood with tangible certainty by
John and thus the Christian Church that Jesus had a fully Divine past and that the previously
united “Godhead” lost its Second Person in God the Son, for the rest of eternity, in the
incarnation. Like many other teachings the early Church Fathers may have gone astray in their
subsequent teachings, and literally, reinterpretations of the passages on this issue.

God Bless,
Ronald Monestime
njkproject.blogspot.com
www.njkproject.info
www.njkproject.info/wbsc
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